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Rain Amounts To 2.02 inches
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Sunday Lightning Causes
Fires, Outages Of Power
Lightning from a storm which pelted
2.02 inches of ram on Calloway County
Sunday morning during a four-hour
period caused several fires and power
outages.
David Morrill, chief dispatcher for
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative, said that crews began
work around 6:30 a.m. to restore power
outages caused by lightning in several
county homes. The crews stayed on duty until around 4 p.m. when all power
was restored.
Only isolated power outages were
reported in town, according to Luther
Nance of the Murray Electric System.
Power was restored quickly, Nance
said.
Three fires, one in the city and two in
the county, were attributed to the
lightning. The home of Carl Rogers,
1609 Wiswell Road, was extensively
damaged when a fire started in the attic. The Murray Fire Department
answered the call at 6:49 a.m. Sunday
and remained there until 8:30 a.m. The
Rogers' home received smoke damage
from a fire last Monday.
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad answered a call around 730 a.m.

Sunday to a home owned by Harold
Hurt on Tucker Road. The home, which
was unoccupied, was a total loss.
A storage shed on Highway 280 owned
by Howard Anderson was destroyed by
fire around 8:30 a.m. Sunday. The firerescue squad answered the call.
Elsewhere across the state, heavy
rains in the Henderson and Owensboro
areas Saturday night and early Sunday
left high water that caused motorists
some problems, but the minor flooding
midday Sunday,
by
receeded
authorities said.
After several days of unseasonably
hot weather across Kentucky,
thunderstorms moved in Saturday
night and early Sunday and produced
almost 5i inches of rain in the Spottsville area east of Henderson.
Several small streams overflowed
and State Police said numerous roads
in Henderson and Daviess Counties
were water covered early Sunday.
Police said the roads weren't closed but
the water caused some problems and
when it receded left mud on road surfaces.
High water on Owensboro streets
damaged several cars and got into
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Gary D.Lyon
cluding Top New Recruiter of the Year
and Top Prior Service Recruiter of the
Year. He has received letters of commendation for his outstanding
recruiting efforts and has met the
Army's Chief of Staff challenge for
special recruiting achievements earlier
this year.
"I wanted this chance at a recruiting
assignment as a result of my own deci-

The forecast called for partly to mostly sunny weather today with
temperatures in the upper 70s to lower
80s.

sion and experience," he adds. "I know
there are a lot of young people today
who are in the same situation I was in
several years ago. I look forward to the
challenge of helping them make a decision about their future."
Just prior to his assignment in Murry, he attended the Advanced Nonnumssioned Officers Educational
hool at Fort Benjamin Harrison,
I d., in preparation of promotion to
nior Noncommissioned Officer.
Much decorated, his awards include
the National Defense Service Medal,
Armed Forces Expeditionary Medal,
Vietnam Cross of Gallantry with palm,
Good Conduct Medal (three awards) and a Gold Recruiter's Badge.
Reflecting on his military career, one
particular adventure stands out in
Sergeant Lyon's mind. While on assignment in Europe, he volunteered for and
participated in Operation BRIGADE
'75, the Army's first experimental air
lift of an entire brigade.
"I have moved my family to Kentucky, and I'm glad to be here," he concluded. "I look forward to becoming a
part of the overall community effort in
Murray."

Record Crowd Attends
Arts And Crafts Festival
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — A record
crowd estimated at more than 30,000
people visited the llth annual Arts and
Crafts Festival held June 21 and 22 in
the Environmental Education Center at
TVA's Land Between The Lakes(LBL).
The works of 203 artists representing
10 states were featured in the festival,
which the Murray Art Guild and LBL
cosponsored.
The guild distributed $1,000 in cash
among the artists having the best
booth, banner, and entries in the juried
painting and "hard" and "soft" craft
categories.
Receiving top awards from the guild

Miss Calloway County
Fair Queen Contest
To Feature Local Girls
The Miss Calloway County Fair
Queen Contest to be held Friday, July
II. at 730 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University, will feature
?A young girls from Murray High and
Calloway County High Schools, according to Sue Spann and Ann Brooks, cochairmen for the contest, sponsored by
the Murray Woman's Club in cooperation with the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees.
Miss Janna Bell, 1979 Fair Queen,
will crown her successor at the contest.
Larry England will be the master of
ceremonies. Special entertainment will
be presented by Miss Pam Wright, the
current Miss Murray State University.
vocalist, and Joe Jackson, pianist.
A swimming party for the contestants
will be held on Tuesday, July 8, at the
home of Pat Kiesow. The rehearsal for
the pageant will be held on Thursday,
July 10

.
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some buildings including the basement
of the federal building. Patients from a
nursing home were transferred to an
elementary school building. Electric
power remained out in some parts of
Owensboro and Daviess County late
Sunday afternoon.
The National Weather Service said
heavy thunderstorms, primarily across
northern and western counties, produced from around 1 inch of rain in the extreme west to more than 5 inches in the
northwest with most amounts in the 1 to
3 inch range.
Major rivers remained within their
banks.
Rain and winds interrupted electric
power in scattered areas and caused
some damage to trees and small
buildings but no injury or major
damage was reported.
The storms moved to the southeast
and by early afternoon a few scattered
showers remained in the southeast and
southcentral sections.

Local Army Recruiter Explains
Military Policeman Occupation
"When I graduated from high school I
had not made any decision about my
future," Staff Sergeant Gary D. Lyon,
new Army recruiter recently assigned
to the Murray Recruiting Station,
located in the Bel Air Shopping Center,
explained.
"I knew I wanted to do something
special, something different, I just
wasn't sure what I was looking for.
Then, one day I spied an Army poster
depicting a military policeman, and I
was hooked. I decided then the Army
was the place for me. They offered me a
chance to learn a skill."
The occupational skill he chose on
enlistment was law enforcement.
Whether in the Army or in civilian life,
law enforcement is responsible work
that encompasses the routine, the
challenging, and the unexpected.
Several thousand soldiers serve as
military police but very few have as
diversified assignments as Sergeant
Lyon. He had been assigned to Fort
Polk as a traffic accident investigator;
to the Western Area Military Terminal
Services in Oakland, Calif. as an investigator handling weapons and supplies en route to Viet Nam; and to
Korea as a security NCO at a Hawk
Missile Site in charge of K-9 Sentry Dog
Section. While in Korea. he also completed special training in Drug and
Alcohol Abuse Counseling.
"After my initial three-year enlistment,I had doubts about the Army as a
career so I did not re-enlist," he continued. ''After 18 months of research in
the civilian job market, I found there
were no jobs available that offered
anything close to the challenge and
benefits offered by the Army. So, I reenlisted. I have never been sorry."
Six years later, he volunteered for a
recruiting assignment. This assignment took him first to Meridian, Miss.,
for two years and now to Murray.
While in Meridian he was the recipient of several recruiting awards in-
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were: Judith and Humphrey Gilbert of
Paducah for "best of show" in the
juried craft section; Rhonda McEnro of
Owensboro for "best of show" in the
juried painting section; Patricia Miller
of Murray in the banner competition;
and Dennis Weeks of Western Kentucky
Glass Co. in Murray for the best booth.
were
Saturday's festivities
highlighted by country and bluegrass
music performed by musicians competing in the 3rd annual Devils Elbow
Fiddlers' Championships.
The event, sponsored by Kentucky
Lake Vacationland, WKMS-FM, and
LBL, offered $635 in prize money to the
top performers in four categories,
which included: fiddlers 60 years and
older, fiddlers 59 years and younger,
banjo, and bluegrass bands.
Art Davis of Memphis took top honors
in the senior category; Mark Rhodes of
Murray won the junior contest; Ted
Belue of Murray won the banjo competition; and Blue Grass & Company
from Murray was judged the top
bluegrass band.

NEW POST OFFICE — Work is
progressing on the new post office facility on Chestnut Street
near the intersection of Chestnut and 10th Streets. The
10,325-squa re-foot single-level
facility is scheduled for completion in October. At right,
011ie Easley of Cleaver Construction Co. of Almo works on
the interior of the building.
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Library Board Receives Grant To
Renovate Adjoining White House
A grant amounting to $46,200 has been
awarded to the Calloway County Public
Library Board of Trustees to be used
for the restoration and renovation of the
large white house adjoining the library
property on the west side.
The Committee for Emergency
Grants for Restoration and Repair,
Department of Library and Archives,
approved the 65 percent state funds and
the 35 percent local funds allocation.
"Work on the old house has been in
progress for several weeks preparing it
for library use," a library spokesman
said.
The house will be restored to its
original decor as near as possible according to Ronnie Jackson,chairman of
the Board of Trustees. Wallpaper, floor
covering, woodwork, and hardware fixtures are either the originals or as
authentic as possible, he further
reported.
"The roof will be completely replaced

The house was built in 1890 by Frank
Barber for his bride and then sold to the
W. H. Frvitema family who came from
Holland. A local resident commented
that it was the first house in Murray to
have a windmill for running water and
indoor plumbing, and that she
remembers the elegant upstairs
bathroom. The Solon Higgins family
was the next owner of the property, and
they later sold it to Rozella Henry, who,
in turn,sold it to the library in late 1979.
According to Margaret Trevathan,

librarian, "Program coordinators will
have their offices located in one area of
the old house, and all of the smaller
group activities will be held in the
downstairs area.
Included in the programs to be
scheduled there this summer are Story
Hours with a limited number of
children involved), musicals, discussion groups, the 'Children's Cultural
Adventures in French' project, poetry
readings, and children's workshops.
Plans call for programs to begin within
the next two or three weeks at the 'old
house' which will probably be
designated as the 'Library Arts Annex,'
or a name denoting a similar connotation."
"The Growth of library programs has
caused a need for added space and the
staff and I are enthusiastic about having a setting like this to offer them in,"
she further added.

Charles Michael Sanders, Robert Osmus

Traffic Accidents Claim Two
Traffic accidents have taken the lives
of two persons — Charles Michael
Sanders of Farmington Route 1, Bell City Community, and Robert Osmus of
Dallas, Texas.
Sanders, 19, was pronounced dead on
arrival at the Volunteer Hospital in
Martin, Tenn., from injuries sustained
ins one car accident.
Weakley County, Tenn., officials said
Sanders died at 11 p.m. Friday when
the car he was driving struck a guard
rail on the Obion River Bridge on Tennessee Highway 89 about two miles
north of Palmersville, Tenn., overturned, and fell down a 25-foot embank-

Raids Conducted To Cut
Down City Alcohol Traffic
' In attempts to seize alcoholic
beverages, Murray Police Department
Detectives Division officials conducted
raids on several residences during the
weekend, according to Murray Mayor
Melvin B. Henley
Henley said the raids were based on
''an affidavit by a city detective that
two of his regular informants had purchased beer at all locations raided."
However, none of the residences raided had any alcoholic beverages, Henley

with a shingle resembling the original
wood shingle type and the circular
porch will be rebuilt using the original
tongue and groove porch decking," Dr.
A. H. Kopperud, treasurer of the
Library Trustees, said. "The grounds
will eventually be landscaped in keeping with the Victorian architecture, but
an area directly behind the house will
be reserved for parking," he continued.

said. He added at least one of the
residences raided had alcoholic
beverages confiscated during a search
last year.
A police department spokesman said
no official reports of the raids were
made. The spokesman declined to give
any details on the raids.
City detectives will continue to practice surveilance and undercover operatons in an attempt to stop drug and
alcohol traffic in Murray, Henley said

ment.
Sanders was employed by Advanced,
Inc., Coldwater Road, Murray.
Osmus, 29, was pronounced dead on
arrival at the Dallas Medical Center,
Dallas, Texas, after having been fatally
injured in a motorcycle accident there
while riding with a friend.
The former local resident, Osmus,
had been employed for the past three
years with Fritz Chemical Company,
Dallas, Texas
Funeral services for Sanders are being held today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Alvin Clark officiating. Burial
will follow in the Story's Chapel
Cemetery.
Survivors include his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Max Sanders, two sisters,
Pamela Sanders and Wanda Carol
Sanders, and his grandparents, Mrs.
Hazel Lowe and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Sanders, all of Farmington Route I,
Bell City; one brother, Patrick
Sanders, Warren, Mich.
The body of Osmus is being returned
to the Max Churchill Funeral Home but
funeral and burial arrangements are
incomplete.
Survivors include his parents, Mr.
and Mn, Donald (mug, Mayfield;
four sisters — Mrs. John I Lillie Ann)
Cooper, Lynn Grove, Mrs, Tessa
Bergmet, Morris, Ill., Mrs. George

Donna ) Giugler, Joliet, Ill., and Miss
Wende Osmus, Mayfield; one brother,
Hugh Osmus, Annandale, Va.

Iranian Government
Orders Expulsion
Of Soviet Secretary
By The Associated Press
The Iranian government has ordered
the expulsion of the first secretary of
the Soviet Embassy in Tehran, the official Iranian news agency reported to
day.
The Soviet diplomat, Vladimir
Galvanov, was arrested in the Iranian
capital last week as he was exchanging
"anti-Iranian Republic documents with
a foreigner," said the report by Pars,
the news agency. Tehran Radio
described them as "intelligence
documents," but neither report gave
further details.
In Cairo, Egypt, a reliable source
reported that deposed Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi underwent a onehour operation at a military hospital to
day for removal of water and pus that
accumulated in his lungs as a result of
pneumonia
The pneumonia was contracted as a
complication of chemotherapy treatment of the ex-ahah's cancer.
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Senior Citizens

Weekly Menus Listed
•

_

Menus for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly and
Meals on Wheels have been
released for the week of June
30 to July 4
Meals are served Monday
through Friday at 12 noon at
the DougLas Center and at
11 45 a.m. at the Hazel
Center, and on Tuesday and
Thursday at 11:30 a.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
Meals are also sent out each
day
Menus are as follows.
Monday - Polish sausage,
sour kraut, baked beans, hot
roll, butter, banana, milk, coffee or tea.

Tuesday - lasagna,
cauliflower, green peas,garlic
bread, butter, cantaloupe,
milk, coffee or tea.
Wednesday - oven fried
chicken, mashed potatoes,
green beans, hot roll, butter,
german chocolate cake,
orange, milk,coffee or tea.
Thursday - sweet and sour
pork, chmese vegetables,
tomato slices, rice, hot roll,
butter, honey dew, milk, coffee or tea.
Friday - hamburger. baked potato, onion, lettuce,
pickles, tomatoes, bun, butter,
apple sauce, peanut butter
cookies, milk, coffee or tea.

UDC Officers
Are Elected.
Major Home
The members of the J. N.
Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy, which was organized in 1904, have elected new officers for 1980-81. They are:
President, Mrs. Edward
Davis; vice president, Mrs.
William S. Major; 2nd vice
president, Mrs. Charles Stubblefield; 3rd vice president,
Mitchell;
Mrs. Darrell
secretary, Mrs. N. A. Ezell;
treasurer, Mrs. W. Z. Carter;
registrar, Mrs. John Livesay;
historian, Mrs. Fred Gingles;
chaplain, Mrs. Inez Claxton.
Mrs. William S. Major was
hostess for a Covered Dish
luncheon on May 21. Plans
were made to place a wreath
on the Court Square monument which honors the
memory of the Confederate
soldiers.
Officers participating were
Mrs. W. Z. Carter, Mrs. N. A.
Ezell, Mrs. William S. Major
and Mrs. Edward A. Davis.

County ComBENEFIT PERFORMANCE - Performers from the Murray-Calloway
event, sponsored
munity Theatre, Inc., presented a special benefit performance at the
Guests were treated to a
by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
and mingle with memmeet
to
opportunity
an
given
and
variety of desserts and coffee
Porter, Sharon Owens,
bers of the community theatre. Performers included Margaret
Bates,and Richard Valentine.
Tim Hawkins, Judy Nantau, Suzanne Johnson, Kay

Lynn Grove 1930
Class Plans Event

Deatt)
By Abigail Van Buren

Object to Fancy Weddings?
Minister Says, "I Do"
DEAR ABBY: May I comment on the letter from the
Dallas woman who was upset because the tapes of her
wedding were ruined when a baby cried?
I am a clergyman who has officiated at over 500 church
weddings. and the lengths to which some people will go to
put on a theatrical production in a house of worship for a
simple exchange of marriage vows are appalling!
I once tied the knot at a wedding where $20,000 was spent
for flowers alone. I later IParned the bill for the entire
wedding came to $100,000. (Incidentally, the knot didn't
hold: the couple divorced three years later.)
I've officiated at weddings where cameras and sound
equipment were so intrusive that I felt more like an actor
playing a role than a minister.(At one point I was asked to
"stop and start over again- because the audio wasn't
••
working properly.)
I can understand wanting to preserve the beauty of an
occasion with pictures, and I have no objections to movies
taken outside the church, but to perform for the camera is, in
my opinion, making a mockery of a sacred ceremony.
If you print this, please don't use my name, as I do not
wish to be prematurely retired.
STILL PREACHING-IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR ABBY: I ache for the young woman who wrote to
say that a crying baby ruined her wedding. The baby
couldn't help it. It shoyld have been carried out as soon as it
started to whimper.
What disturbed me was the bride's unforgiving attitude.
She wrote: "I find it hard to look at that child today - much
less his mother. To make matters worse, they are now a part
of our family, and I will be reminded of that episode every
time I look at them.Abby. some time ago you said that the person who cannot
forgive but continues to bear a grudge harms only himself,
for "hate is like acid eating away at the vessel that contains
it.
MONTANA READER
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DEAR ABBY: The letter from the bride who complained
because a crying baby ruined her wedding reminded me of
my own wedding. Only there was no crying baby - it was
my mother-in-law! She cried and sobbed throughout the
entire ceremony as though her heart were breaking. You
could hear her all over the church. One would have thought
her son was being sentenced to life in prison with no chance
of parole.
ANOTHER WEDDING RUINED

Ends Thws

JACK
MiCMOLSO..
SHELLEY
DUVALL

DEAR ABBY: Our wedding wasn't "ruined- because of a
crying baby, but it was sure the talk of the town. It was our
baby.
BE11'ER LATE IN HAGERSTOWN, MD.

nigh Tws., July 29
7 10,9.30

DEAR ABBY: The letter from the bride who said her
wedding was ruined because a baby cried brings up two
disturbing points.
One: She needs to stop viewing her wedding day as the
high point in her life. Weddings are great, but they are only
symbols, rites of passage - not the peak of the mountain
with everything else going downhill thereafter. If it isn't a
perfectly staged production, so what?
Nearly 30 years ago we had a lovely church wedding. My
nephews, ages 2 and 3, got into a fight under the pews brief, but noisy enough to create a disturbance. My
bridegroom startled me as we walked up the chancel steps
for our vows by showing me that our pet rubber alligator
was with us!
Secondly, to harbor resentment against the mother and
the crying baby who spoiled her big day is damaging to her.
While she hangs onto her anger she will be unable to receive
happiness and love. I wish her all the best.
MILDRED IN MORGANTOWN, W.VA.
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Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony. get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

20%off

Storewide

Sale Dates Monday June 30 thru Sat., July 5

1 Mile Out Of City Lornits

753-8738

Other hostesses were Mrs.
Wayne Williams, Mrs. June
Smith, Miss Frances Whitnell
and Mrs. J. I. Hosick. The
chairman for 1900-81 is Mrs.
Doris Nance.
The program was given by
Dr. Gordon Vire who spoke on
"Advances and Innovations in
Family Medicine Practice"
Dr. Vire, a native of Monticello, has been in Murray
two years. He is a graduate of
the University of Kentucky
Medical School
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MEN'S DEPARTMENT
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Socks
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All Ladles
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•
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•
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Dr. Vire Is
Speaker For
The Alphas 41I1

"That's the way
you want
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The women of the Murray chell winning by countback on
Country Club will play golf on card.
Wednesday, July 2, with
First flight - three way tie
Frances Hulse as hostess. between Sue Brown, Inus Orr,
Persons not listed in the and Madelyn Lamb with
lineups but who desire to play Brown winning on card countmay come and be paired at the back.
tee. Those listed and unable to
Second flight - Dianne
play should call Mrs. Hulse at Villanova, winner, and Anna
753-5534.
Mary Adams,runnerup.
Lineups are as follows:
Third flight - Euldene
Tee No. 1Robinson, winner, and Judy
9 a.m. Judy Krouse, Ann Muehleman,runnerup.
Haney,and Molly Booth.
Fourth flight- Lois Keller,
9:10 a.m. Lisa Faughn, Bar- winner, and Rainey Apperson,
bara Stacey, and Susan runnerup.
McNally.
9:30 a.m. Betty Jo Purdom,
Euva Mitchell, Carol Hibbard,
and Mary Bogard.
9:40 a.m. Venela Sexton,
Inus Orr, Dorotha Fike, and
Jerlene Sullivan.
9:50 a.m. Faira Alexander,
Margaret Shuffett, Evelyn
Jones, and Edith Garrison.
10 a.m. Frances Hulse,
Madelyn Lamb, Sue Costello,
and Toni Hopson.
Tee No.49:30 a.m. Sue Brown, Betty
Hinton, Cathryn Garrott, and
Anna Mary Adams.
9:40 a.m. Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Pam Mavity,
Dianne Villanova, and
Euldene Robinson.
9:50 a.m. Chris Graham,
Louise Lamb, Jane Fitch, and
Rowena Cullom.
10 a.m. Norma Frank, Lou
Men's
Doran, Alice Purdom, and
Nancy Haverstock.
Tee No.79:15 a.m. Billie C,ohoon, Lois
Keller, .Peggy Shoemaker,
and Rainey Apperson.
9:25 a.m. Mary Belle
Overbey, Frances Parker,
Judy Muehleman,and Martha
Sue Ryan.
Winners
Winners of the ladies day
golf held on Wednesday, June
25, have been iguiounced by
Rowena Cullom, hostess, as
follows:
Championship flight - tie
between Euvie Mitchell and
All Ladles Summit..
Betty Jo Purdom with Mit-

O.,
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Ladies Day Golf Will
Be Held, Murray Club

The Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club had
its final meeting of the club
year, a covered dish luncheon
at the home of the chairman
Mrs. William S. Major.

'Except Handcraft items and bridal registry)

Located 1 mile East on Hwy 94

The 1930 high school graduating class of Lynn Grove High
School is planning its 50th graduation anniversary reunion to
be held Saturday, July 5, starting at 6 p.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord, Murray.
Of the 32 persons who graduated in May 1930, there are 30
still living. They are scattered over several states with half of
the 30 being in Murray and Calloway County.
The late Huron ( Boots) Jeffrey was the class sponsor and
math teacher, and T. C. Arnett was school principal at the
time of their graduation.

Adults 154
Nursery 12
6-24-410
NEWBORN ADDIINSION8
Williams, baby boy,
(Delta), Rt. 3, Fulton.
Lindsay, baby boy, (Rita),
A)Coach Estates, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Janet L. Free, 5 Dills
Trailer Court, Murray; Mrs
Karen Y. York and baby girl,
Rt. 9, Benton; Gerry Requarth, 1107 Main Street, Murray,
Mrs. Vanessa Skaggs, 110 N
Blakemore, Pans, Tenn .
Julie A. Dotson, 820 Brand,
Mayfield.
Carolyn C. Valentine, Rt. 8,
Box 395, Murray; James P
Thurman, 3 Waldrop Trailer
Court, Murray; Alva B
Thompson, 305 Woodlavm,
Murray; Mrs. Burma Fulton,
1711 Farmer, Murray; Mrs.
Allie M. Barham,406 Seventh,
V.
Fulton; Mrs. Velma
Timaeus, Fern Terrace, Murray,
Mrs. Lois E. Smith, Rt. 5,
Box 259, Murray; Loman N.
Cope, Rt. I, Benton; Pat J.
Watson, Rt. 1, Farmington;
John G. Morgan, Rt. 2, Box 73,
Hazel; Mrs. Eula B. Lovett,
Rt. 4, Benton; Charles T.
Shroat (expired), 302 South
13th Street, Murray.
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1

All lushes Stannwr Dress

Shoes & Sandals

Clothing

Ilk 20%,.
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Swimwear
Blouses
Shorts,
Dusters
1 2 Prksi
/
All Girls Dress

Check Our
Bargain Rock
iterthig st1

Shoes & Sandals

$ 100

1 2Priv,
/
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Woodsy,June 30
Recovery, Inc , will meet at
730 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For information call 759-1792.

Monday,June 30
Debbie Crutcher of Murray
State University will speak on
"Understanding Those With
Hearing Disorders and Stroke
Victims" at the First Christian Church Library at 7 p.m.

Youth Skate Party for
Grades 7 to 12 of First Baptist
Criminal Justice Committee Church will be from 8 to 10
meeting will be at 7 p.m. at the. p.m. Cost will be $1 per person.
First Presbyterian Church.

Artcraft Photography
Weddings
Frames
Portraits
. One Day Processin
/1
1119 So. 12th
753-001S

Pietijv1

1•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

All
Malacca
Arm Chairs & Sofas Reduced

•
•
•
•
•

25%
All
Floorscreens Also Reduced

•

•
•
•
•

25%

/•
•

Sale Starts
Mon.,July 7th
Bel Air Center
Murray, Ky.
10-6 M-F
10-5 Sat.

Lattice screen. 6' tall. Three
20" wide panels of woven
broad burl strips.
Reg. 99.99 .....
74.99

Musday,Aube X
Baptist Men of Sinking Sprint; Church will meet at 7 p
at Big Joe's Bar-B-Q

Tuesday, July 1
Free Penatal Nutrition
Class will be held from 1:30 to
2- 30 p.m. in the private dining
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This is for all
Tuesday,July 1
Annual Parish Assembly expectant mothers and their
meeting of St. Leo's Catholic husbands or another guest.
Church will be held at the new
Wednesday, July 2
Parish Center at 7 p.m.
Goshen United Methodist
Twilight Cabaret will per- Church Women are scheduled
form at the old beach house to meet at 7 p.m.
area of Kentucky Dam Village
Mission Groups of the Flint
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Baptist Church are scheduled
Men's Church Softball to meet at 7 p.m. at the churLeague will start play at 6 ch.
p.m. at the City-County Park.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will have its an- are scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at the Cherry Corner
nual luncheon at the lakeside
home of Mrs. D. M. Doty. Mrs. Baptist Church.
Nelle Robbins will give the
"Day At the Park" will start
devotion. All members are to
meet at the church parking lot for the Senior Citizens at the
County
Murray-Calloway
at 10:30 a.m. and go as a group
Park. The new recreational
to the lake.
area for the group will be held
General meeting of the First from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Each is
Baptist Church WMU will be to bring a sack lunch and
held at 9:30 a.m, at church drink, but watermelon will be
served at 1 p.m.
chapel.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.

Purchase Area Repertory
Theatre will present -Two For
The Seesaw" at Ken-Bar Inn,
Gilbertsville, at 8 p.m.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at the Hazel
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
with lunch at 11:45 a.m.

Ladies Day Golf will start at
9 a.m. at the Murray Country
Club with Frances Hulse as
hostess.

Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Dexter Center.

Women of the Oaks Country
Club will play golf and bridge
at 9:30 a.m. with Saundra Edwards as golf hostess and
Maze Read as bridge hostess.

Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with lunch at 11:30
a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 10
a.m. at the Hale Chapel with
the executive board to meet at
9 a.m. and coffee to be served
at 9:30 a.m.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
building.

****************************************

Pre 4th Of July Specials
1 Rack
$500

4r

4(
4(

tr Clothes Closet
Southside Shopping Center

Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with bingo at 11 a.m., lunch at
12 noon, and games at 1 p.m.

New Fall
Merchandise
Arriving Daily

Oak Grove Women
Hold Meeting At
Paschall Home
"Baptist Women Witness to
Muslims" was the theme of
the program presented at the
May meeting of the Baptist
Women of the Oak Grove Baptist Church held at the home of
Clara Jean Paschall.
Pauline Story, Hilda Evitts,
Clara Jean Paschall, Delpha
Taylor, and Sara Bagwell
presented the program.
The Bible study was on
Jonah, and the prayer calendar was read by Delpha
Taylor.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Paschall.

NEELY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Neely,
Campbell Court, Mayfield,are
the parents of a baby boy,Sam
Boyd Neely III, born on Friday, June 27, at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Grandparents are Mrs
Nash Neblett and the late Mr.
Neblett of Louisville, and Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Boyd Neely,
Sr., of Mayfield.
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Gospel
Meeting
June 29-July 3
Sunday
10:45 a.m.
& 6:00 p.m.
Monday-Thursday
7:30 p.m.

Vacation
Bible School
June 30-July 3
9:30-11:00 a.m.
Classes for
Nursery-Adult
Theme:
"God's Way Is Best"
Adult Classes Taught
By: Charles Pledge

Speaker
Charles Pledge

Green Plain Church of Christ
Old Murray-Paris Road Rotwooss Mammy and Nasal
For transportation ow Cisarch lases Please !hoes 492420.

'

PY AVAILABLE

IRA G CORN, JR
ACES;
North
2•
4•

East
411S.)
All pas.,

-Most people are about .t.s
happy as they make up their
minds to be ' - Abraham
Lincoln

Sesta
1•
2•

Declarer was not happy
with his results of today's
elusive game He had 10
tricks in clear sight, but.
unfortunately, he didn't
make up his mind to keep
them in view.
North temporized by bidding his anemic club suit
some would pefer two
diamonds) since no direct
spade raise would describe
his pattern and stength
South ruffed the second
club after ducking in dummy and he quickly saw 10
top tricks -- five trump
winners and five solid
diamonds.
Trumps were started in
sweet anticipation, but,
when West discarded on the
second round, declarer had
troubles. If he drew all of
East's trumps, how could he
use his diamonds?
South decided to leave the
trumps for a moment and to
play
dummy's
high
diamonds. If East had three
or more diamonds, the
game would be safe and
South would have his rubber
after the high diamonds.
South could revert to
trumps and claim his 10 top
tricks.
Unluckily, East ruffed the
third round of diamonds and
switched to hearts. Even
more unlucky. West had the
ace and the game was set
one trick.
Declarer was right in that
he had to unblock the
diamonds. But he didn't
have to try to cash all three
After cashing two high
diamonds, declarer should
have gone back to his
trumps. On the fourth round
6-30-A
NORTH

of trumps, dummy's last
diamond would go and
declarer would have a clear
road for the remaining
diamonds

West
Pass

Opening lead Club queen

Rod
South holds

Bowling Green, Ky. — A
Murray student, Julie Sams,
has been awarded a scholarship this month to attend
Western Kentucky University
Miss Sams, daughter of Mr
and Mrs Witham Sams of
Bowling Green, formerly of
Murray, received a cornmurucations scholarship for
the 198041 academic year.
Miss Sams was a member of

ors
6-30-B

the National Honor Society
and participated in a state
speech tournament at Murra)
High School She plans to ma
jor in public relations
Scholarships at Western are
awarded to students based on
grade point average, ACT
scores and extracurricular activities during high school, according to officials in the Office of University Relations

PUBLIC NOTICE

•5
•A Q 1083
•8 3 2
•i us
North South
I•
1•
1•
ANSWER: Ope no trump
Do not bid two clubs because
the change of suit would force
opener to bid again The South
hand is not strong enough for
that
Send bridge questions E, In, •%
COBox 12363 Dallas Texas 7.522`
with self-addreased stamped envelop.
for reply

The Murray Community Development Agency w,
hold a public hearing on July 10, 1980 at 5 30 p.m in
the Douglas Community Center.
The purpose of this meeting is to allow citizens participation and comments prior to submission of the Second
Year Application to the area office of the Deportment of
Housing and Urban Development on or before July 15,
1980.
This year's application will address S496,910 worth of
The Housing Assistance Plan
eligible activities
regulations and contents will be reviewed and presented
for public comments.
All interested citizens and citizen groups are invited to
attend and participate.

SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE
Sale Starts 9:00 A.M. Tuesday
Children's Fashions
Hrs. 9-8 Mon. Sat.
9-9 Fri

7he Step oeaclafer

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-1795

•Q 7 3
•5 4 2
•AKQ
•K 7 6 2

Summer w
Merchandise

EAST
WEST
Hazel Senior Citizens will •5
•8 6 4 2
have activities at the Hazel •A Q 1083
•J 9 6
•5 4
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. •8 3 2
4A 95 3
4 Q J 10 8
SOUTH
•A K J ICI 9
•K 7
•J 10 9 7 6
.4

-"Ar

4(
*OK
4(
The

Twilight Cabaret, Murray
State University outdoor
musical variety show, will be
at 8:30 p.m. at the old beach
house area of Kentucky Dam
Village State Park.
•

THE

Julie Sams Is Awarded
Scholarship To Western

All Sales Final-Exchanges Where Possible

Vulnerable North-South
Dealer South The bidding

Beat Inflation With
The Sale That You
Have Been Waiting For!
All Seasonable
Shoes
WOMEN'S
•Dr. Scholl
•Joyce
•Audition

•Bass
'Dexter
'Hush Puppies

MEN'S
•Dexter
'Freeman
'Bass

CHILDREN'S
Jumping Jack
Canvas 8, Sandals

Canvas & Sandals
For All The Family
Buy One Pair at
Regular Price
...Get The Second
Pair For Only

00
Sale Starts
Tuesday, July 1

— No Refunds or Exchanges on Sale Shoes—
Court Square

quiff
Shoe Store

.14110.0.....• -wo
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Sixth Generation
Potter Keeps Business
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — After a
tour of duty in Vietnam, Jimmy Cornelison entered college at his mother's
insistence - he would have preferred
working at a trade that's been in the
family six generations
"Mom threatened to shut down the
business if I didn't get an education,"
he recalled But from the day I left
home, I knew I would be corning back to
He was standing inside the oldest existing pottery west of the Alleghenies,
where hands are the only tools and raw
clay the only material.
Every 30 hours, 1,500 items are fired
in the kiln but the company is still running 16 months behind on some orders.
"Our customers don't get irritated.
We warn them in advance that they are
facing a delay."
Bybee Pottery doesn't ship its products.
"You pick them up. We jokingly tell
people that they have to come to the big
city to get them," said Cornelison, adding that the firm took its name from
the tiny Madison County village.
Legend has it that Eli Cornelison, an
enterprising Dutch potter, left New
Amsterdam and set up shop eight miles
from Richmond after discovering huge
deposits of fine white clay .
The family has letterheads dating
back to 1809 and records showing that
the firm was thriving in 1845, the year
the main building was constructed of
logs and walnut beams. Over the years,
clay dust has raised the floor several inches above the original level.
"All we've done is add handmade

4

,Ablk
shingles here and there," said Cornelison, who grew up at the potter's
wheel under the supervision of his
father, Walter, the present owner .
At 27, Cornelison is a skilled craftsmen. His brother, Buzz, chose music
for a career and joined the Exiles.
"He's doing well. The Exiles had a
million seller record last year
The pottery, with its 11 employees, is
open five and one-half days a week but
never on Sunday "You lose more than
you make," said Cornelison, who often
acts as a guide for the hundreds of
visitors.
They're shown how the clay, mixed
only with water,is ground in the old pug
mill and stored in a vault to keep it
moist and pliable. After being weighed
on balances to security uniformity, the
clay is shaped into the desired form and
pattern.
Everybody pays the same price,
whether the pottery is purchased from
a state park or from the family. A dinner plate is $2.25 and a cup and saucer
sell for $1.50.
Cornelison said the pottery's been
closed only twice,"during the Civil War
and during the natural gas shortage
several years ago. People still came to
buy."
They're getting a product made from
clay described by some geologists as
the purest anywhere. There's enough of
it around for the seventh generation of
Cornelisons.
"We recently had a core sampling
made at my great grandfather's farm
and it showed the supply should last at
least 33 years."

Washington Todaya

Reagan Welfare Program
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IlEARTVIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Headline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a sell-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Have you heard yet
how much the Railroad Retirement annuities will increase in July, and can
you give me an idea of how the increases are calculated? H.C.
ANSWER: Railroad Retirement annuitants, as well as Social Security
beneficiaries, will receive a 14.3 percent cost-of-living increase in July.
These increases are provided through
automatic cost-of-living provisions in
the Railroad Retirement and Social
Security Acts.

GoRAFFITI

who on the defensive."
The Reagan camp appears so confident one staffer confided "it's scary" to
think that Reagan's 12-year quest for
the White House may be nearing victory.
But at the same time, key staff
members express concern about
whether the electorate will take
seriously the one-time movie actor.
They state — with obvious bias — that
those who do not are making a big
mistake.
Reagan's aides feel Carter efforts to
challenge Reagan's record as California governor from 1967 to 1975 "just
won't wash."
"Besides," asked one aide,"how long
can you keep it up?"
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The Story Of

-388

Calloway
County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings

Comunght, IOU
+++44+4++++++++++++++++++444++++++++++++++++++++++++
In an age of enlightenment, the Poor Farm of Calloway County
was an insidious institution reflecting barbaric attitudes of people
who held in harshest contempt man's inability to support himself,
whether or not he were physicially or mentally competent of sellpreservation. "Poor Farm" was an appropriate name, despite tile
cloak of hypocritical nomenclature later christening the place "'lite
County Farm," where the mentally ill, the sick, and advanced 'aged
were corralled within an enclosure providing the scantiest needs
for human habitation. Perpetuation of the Poor Farm was an insult
to human dignity, but preserved as an iron cross to those who dared
to ask for public charity. It was an institution upon which this
source of narration maintained a running plea for correction, but
no one in the fiscal court effectively offered to make amends for
the Poor House was a political plum to be let out to the lowest
bidder per inmate and highest rake-off per magistrate. But others
shared the inmates' plight. Members of Pi Kappa Alpha of Murray
State College provided two weeks of manual labor to paint the
ramshadded building, providing at least an exterior coat of respecability from the outside looking in. Fiscal court "generously" supplied the paint!
From the galaxy of comparison, occasionally a star of the first
magnitude still shines as was the instance of Miss Alice Waters,
90 years of age, who had devoted a virtual lifetime in China as a
church missionary. Miss Alice died in Murray April 29, 1959, after
retiring from mission service as an organizer and superintendent of
half a dozen schools in the Far East (1892-1936). She was buried
in the City Cemetery.
Dr. Ralph Woods, president of Murray State College, was
honored by the Chamber of Commerce as "Man of the Year" for
his constructive management of the school of higher learning since
1945. Under Dr. Woods' administration the school had made
greater strides in development and had to a greater degree diminished the Democratic Party political domination of the school than
any of his predecessors. He richly deserved the honor. The
:hamber also announced during the evening of honors that 38
2ity building permits had been issued from April 6-June 30, involving
$500,000 investments. The letting of the new county consolidated
high school contract for $415,000, however was not included as it
was outside the city limits. The hid was approved May 12, 1959.
To Be Continued

1

With Railroad Retirement annuities,
seperate cost-of-living increases are
made for each of the two tiers in
employee and spouse annuities.
The 14.3 percent increase is equal to
the rise in the consumer price index
from the fir.st quarter of 1979 through
the first quarter of 1980. A seperate 4.6
percent increase will be made in certain tier II components of employee annuities and in the entire second tier of
spouse annuities. The tier II increase is
32.5 percent of the rise in the consumer
price index.
The tier I Railroad Retirement increase is reduced by the increase in the
annuitants Social Security benefit. The
tier II increase is not affected by entitlement to Social Security benefits
and would be payable in any case.
The increase for some annuitants
may be delayed, but will be paid as soon
as possible and retroactively, so no
benefits will be lost on account of delays
in payment.

HEARTLINE: I am 68 years old and I
am a veteran of World War II. I am
from Poland. During World War II, I
served with the British armed forces
for four years. I have been in the United
States for 25 years and am a U.S.
Citizen. I was always under the impression that because I did not serve in the
American forces, I was not eligible for
services from the Veterans Administration hospital. A friend told me that I
was eligible because of a certain law. I
was told by a girl at the VA hospital that
I am not eligible. Can you tell me if lam
or not? J.E.
ANSWER: Public Law 94-491 provided authority to furnish hospital care
and medical services to certain
specified veterans of the armed forces
of Poland and Czechoslovakia. Basically, they had to have served their home
country' during WW I or WW II, served
in or with the British or French Armed
Forces, and been citizens of the United
States for at least 10 years.
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Lincoln George May
Stay In Mansion Yet
FRANKFORT — In the language of
the weather forecaster, there's a slight
chance Lincoln George Brown will
spend a night in the executive mansion
while his father, John Y. Brown Jr., is
governor.
Reason: The mansion has been condemned by the state fire marshal, and
there isn't sufficient money to make it
livable.
It came about this way. The 1980
legislature passed two bills that affect
repairing the mansion. One bill provides that capital construction projects
costing more than $50,000 must be approved by the legislature.
The second bill appropriated money
for the project, but specified that it
would come from federal government
revenue sharing funds in the 1980-81
budget year which begins Oct. 1, but
Congress has not appropriated any
revenue sharing money for the states.
Furthermore, Finance Commissioner George Atkins said the fiscal
outlook is anything but bright the way
state revenue has declined in some
categories and the federal government
is threatening to trim the revenue sharing funds for the last quarter, July,
August,September.
Clark Beauchamp, commissioner of
facilities management in Finance, said
all bids on renovation of the mansion
had to be rjected when the state found
out it wasn't going to get the federal
revenue sharing money. The estimated
cost was $1.6 million for complete
mechanical overhaul of the mansion.
Beauchamp said, "We have bought
some of the mechanical equipment, but
it is now in storage."
The time estimate for repair on the
mansion is about one year, from the
time bids are advertised until it is completed.
Atkins says he sees no way now that
the governor can divert funds from
other capital construction projects for
the mansion in the light of legislation
passed this year requiring legislative
approval. However, Atkins did say,
"We are searching for some method for
the work to proceed. There are some
slim chances. We may apply for funds
from the federal Historical Preservation Fund."
These are the chances that the son
born to the governor and his wife June
17 will have for sleeping in the mansion
before his father's term as governor expires.
Meanwhile, the Brown's purchased a
home in Fayette County and has been
designates,. -., the official governor's
residence since under Kentucky's Constitution the government must furnish
the governor's family a residence while

in office.
Atkins has issued an official order
that Cave Hill is now the official
residence and the state will pay all normal operating expenses similar to those
it would pay for the governor's mansion
here in Frankfort.
Atkins said, "The state will not pay
for any permanent improvements to
buildings or grounds. Likewise, the
state will not pay for landscaping,
shrubs,fertilizer, etc."
This was contained in a list of items
Atkins sent to Lt. William Adams, the
state policeman in charge of mansion
operations.
Atkins said the state will pay for staff
and prison trustees similar to what was
paid in Frankfort. The state also will be
responsible for all utilities, including
telephone, postage, printing, state
vehicles used for transportation and
fuel for same. Cleaning supplies for
routine maintenance will be paid.
The state will not pay for furniture
and fixtures.
Miscellaneous expenditures will be
paid only for official state functions occuring at the governor's residence.
The governor is allowed a personal
expense account and the state furnishes
food for the mansion at a very small
cost to the governor's family. Official
state functions ( dinners are fully paid.
The governor's family is charged $56
dollars per month for each adult, $32.00
for children over 12, and $24.00 for
children under 12 for food.
Employees also must pay a small
sum for their meals. The charge is by
the month for one meal per day, $16.00;
two meals ,$25.00 and three meals,
$32.00.
Beauchamp said the state explored
construction of a small helicopter pad
at Cave Hill to cost between $5,000 and
$6,000, but Atkins said that "is out
Nothing of a permanent nature will be
paid by the state."

Bible Thought
Jesus Christ the same )esterday.
and today, and forever. Ilebretvs
1.3:8.
Amid life's changes, our trust in
God is a firm anshor

Funny World
Basle. Switzerland — A woman
restaurant customer who complained
that her steak.was too tough, bit the
thumb of a policeman summoned to the
scene when she refused to pay the bill, a
court was told. Flasie magistrates fined
the woman $250 I National Zeitung

If
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10 Yehrs Ago

o Copan Howe Santos

By George Hacket
re

By JAMES-GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A two-inch
stack of papers was delivered recently
to one of Ronald Reagan's campaign
aides by the man who ran the California
welfare department when Reagan was
governor.
The package contained details of
Reagan's state welfare program — information his campaign wants handy if
the Democrats begin taking pot shots at
the Reagan record.
In the view of his staff members, the
question of credibility — whether
Reagan can be believed, whether his
record in California was as he portrays
it — will be a key element in determining the outcome of his presidential
race.
Conversations with these aides bring
out a concern that President Carter, the
likely Democratic nominee — will seek
to paint an image of Reagan as,in their
words, a "Prussian militarist."
If such an approach didn't work,
Reagan staff members believe Carter
may turn to a tactic employed by Lyndon B. Johnson in his 1964 campaign
against Barry Goldwater, whom
Johnson portrayed as an archconservative prone to "shoot from
the hip." The Reagan camp expects
Carter to mimic Johnson, but they don't
think that tactic would work. "1980 is
not 1964," one explained.
Carter, who has made few openly
political appearances this year, has
focused very little fire power on his
Republican opponent, limiting his
public references to a few critical comments in lengthy speeches.
• But for weeks, Reagan has been
preparing for battle, as evidenced by
the delivery of the welfare data in a
hotel bar near the Capitol here.
As they look at double-digit inflation,
rising unemployment, and a stagnating
Gross National Product, the
Reaganites are confident they could
keep the incumbent president busy
defending the work of his administration over the last four years.
One Reagan aide, almost gloating
over the downward trend the economy
has taken under Carter, said the campaign will be a fight to see "who keeps
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Looking Back
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Firemen from Hazel and Murray
Fire Departments and the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad fought the
fire at the old Walter Kelly home in
Hazel yesterday afternoon. The home
which was being turn down for the new
Dees Bank of Hazel was completely
destroyed. Flames threatened nearby
homes.
Robert D. Newcomb, teacher coordinator of the Distributive Education
Program at Murray High School, has
been appointed by the Murray Board of
Education to conduct a survey of occupational needs of the Murray
business community.
A high rise addition costing $750,000 is
planned for the Paris Landing State
Park Hotel.
Steve Hamrick, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William D. Hamrick, is attending morning classes at Georgetown University,
Washington, D. C., and working as an
intern in the Washington office of Sen.
Marlow W. Cook.
Judy Kelso, daughter Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Kelso, Cathy Harris, daughter of
Mr, and Mrs. James Harris, and
Lemons Alderdice, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Alderdice, left June 21 for
New York to go to Italy, Switzerland,
France, and England as a part of
"Fashion Fling," a college credit
course for the summer. They are home
economics majors at Murray State
University.
Charlie Beale was the winning pitcher for the Murray American Legion
Baseball Team as they beat Benton.

20 Years Ago
Installed as officers of the Murray
Lions Club at the meeting held at Martin's Chapel Methodist Church were
Robert Hendon,Dr. C. C. Lowry,Bethel
Richardson, James Clopton, and Rob
Huie.
Deaths reported include Alois J.
Jones,69.
Mrs. Dacus Bedwell, Purchase
District 4-H Council Delegate, Donna
Ruth Grogan, state 4-H Club vice president, and Mrs. Leon Grogan attended
the State 4-H Club Council held at the
Bingham 4-H Club Camp June 25 and
26.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Lash on June 20.
Officers of the Murray Baseball
Association and the various leagues include Carl Fortner, Carney Andrus,
Allen Rose, Dennis Taylor, Norman D.
Hale, H. T. Danner, Arlo Spnmger, J.
B. Buchanan, Darrel Shoemaker, Loyd
Jones, Lubie Veal, Jr., and Edgar
Howe.
Jane Ann Nall of Mayfield won the
Tri-State Ladies Golf Tournament held
yesterday at the Calloway County
Country Club. Runnerup was Pat Sable
of Paducah.
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30 Years Ago
Deaths reported include "Uncle Joe"
Lawson,73, and Mrs. Mittie Barrow,67.
Installed as new officers of the
Business and Professional Women's
Club at the meeting held at the National
Hotel were Mrs. Garnett Jones, Miss
Fay Nell Anderson, Mrs. Mason Ross,
Miss Vivian Hale, and Mrs. Rob Huie.
Louis J. Boyd,son of Mr. and Mrs. B.
B. Boyd, was one of five students in the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture, Lexington,to score perfect
scholastic standings during the second
semester of the 1949-50 academic year,
according to Dean Thomas P. Cooper of
the UK College of Agriculture.
Murray State's Guggenheim.
Fellowship Award Winner, Dr. Herbert
Halpert, will work on his book on New
Jersey Folklore and will address three
folfklore and folk song conferences
while on leave of absence this sununer.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Crayman on June 5. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. William R. McCuiston on June 26, and a girl to Mr.and
Mrs. Bill Howard Reynolds on June 27.
Hamburger is listed as selling for 55
cents per pound in the ad for Kroger
this week.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, June 30, the 182nd
day of 1980. There are 184 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: in 1777,
the British evacuated New Jersey in the
Revolutionary War, fleeing across
Staten Island to their stronghold in New
York.
On this date:
In 1950, President Harry Truman
revealed he had ordered American
troops stationed in Japan to help the
Republic of Korea repel North Korean
invaders.
Ten years ago, Britain sent more
soldiers to Northern Ireland to quell bitter rioting, bringing the number of
troops stationed there to 11,000.
Five years ago, government radio in
Lebanon reported a new cabinet of pro-.
minent Moslems and Christians hart:;
been formed to end the country's worst.1
violence in 20 years.
Last year, after three weeks without
pay, independent truckers began call-'
ing for a return to work in response to
the government's six-point plan to end
their nationwide shutdown.
Thought for today: I believe in the
discipline of silence — and can talk for
hours about it George Bernard Shaw
(1856-1950)
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New County Farm Agent Uses Wits To Show Film
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CRABAPPLES — Mark Mayfield, left, and Tony Bybee
hold an 18-inch-long branch of a crabapple tree which
holds 127 crabapples grown by their grandfather, Joe
Morton.
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By NANCY SHULLNS
Associated Press Writer
EVANSVILLE,Ind.(AP)—
Ever hear the one about the
new county farm agent who
set out for a certain
Midwestern town with a film
about the latest in farm
technology tucked proudly
under his arm?
He made his grand entrance
only to find that the town
didn't have enough electricity
to power a light bulb, let alone
run a projector.
Local farmers sat around
the feed store slapping their

Many Soybean Farmers Dread Weed

Johnsongrass

inning pit:an Legion
Lenten.

The enemy is johnsongrass.
For many U. S. soybean
farmers it means millions of
dollars in unharvested crops.
Take a look at some startling facts about this weed. A
single johnsongrass plant can
produce 80,000 seeds and
several hundred feet of
rhizome root stock in a single
season. That's one plant.
When this weed pest is
established in a soybean field,
it's capable of producing 10 to
12 tons of underground sprigs
per acre.
Vistar, a new johnsongrass
herbicide developed by 3M, is
now cleared for farmer application by the Environmental Protection Agency.
It provides a completely
new way to halt the spread of
johnsongrass. Since the herbicide goes on early in the
season — when beans are in
the second and third trifoliate
stage, the chemical also
prevents severe yield losses
johnsongrass can cause.
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"Use of the herbicide at this available with any other
time is limited to the 12 Mid- chemical.
south and Southeastern states
Because the herbicide is
with the most severe slower and more
subtle in its
johnsongrass infestations in action than
the chemicals
the country," aid M. G. growers are used
to seeing, inShaver, 3M agricultural pro- fested fields may
look seemducts marketing manager.
ingly normal soon after apThis postemergence her- plication. However, within 10
bicide provides a unique kind days, johnsongrass turns a
of
activity
against reddish brown and begins to
johnsongrass. The chemical die.
slows johnsongrass growth to
Stems twist and elbow into
a standstill, then allows soy- unnatural shapes. Finally,
beans to outgrow and out com- these tortured plants become
pete the grassy pest for brittle enough to snap like a
sunlight and soil nutrients.
dry twig. Underground, root
By the time soybeans shade production ceases, with
row middles, growers will find rhizomes nubbing off.
dead or dying johnsongrass
Growers will need to start
under the crop canopy. scouting fields shortly after
Growers can anticipate 70 to beans emerge to determine
80 percent control within a the otimum time for treatthree week period after spray- ment. La ble recommendaing, according to weed scien- tions 1 for application when
tists who have studied the pro- soybeans — and johnsongrass
duct in experimental trials. — emerge, but johnsongrass
That gives growers a new reaches 15 inches in height.
dimension in control, one not
"Ideally,' said
3M's

U_
71 rjizyrroXi
wU

Shaver, "soybeans should be
in the second or third trifoliate
stage, but growers should not
wait to treat if johnsongrass is
approaching the 15 inch height
limit, since control may be
reduced."
"Growers should not expect
this herbicide to control
johnsongrass that is seeded
out," adds Shaver. "By that
time it's too late. The
chemical is only active on
young johnsongrass plants.
Besides, if a grower waits that
long to treat, he has already
lost yield to johnsongrass.
Early treatment can prevent
yield loss and sharply reduce
his johnsongrass problem for
the season.For every $100 consumers
spend for food, less than one
percent goes for mass-media
advertising, excluding local
newspaper ads, according to
the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
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More importantly, they say,
is the way it illustrates the
role of the largest problemsolving educational network in
the world — the Cooperative
Extension Service.
Identifying and solving problems is an everyday task for
the 6,200 farm agents who
forge the link between rural
America,
agricultural
academia and the federal
farm bureaucracy.
Since the Extension was
formed in 1914, the agent and
the farmer have stood side by
side, weathering wars, battling insects and conquering
epidemics that have threatened the world's food supply.
One man in each county
helps the farmer keep his
balance. In Vanderburgh
County in Indiana, that man is
Jack Wade.
He's a tall, awkward
Ichabod Crane of a man in the
dark green leisure suit he dons
for special occasions. But he's
graceful as a cornstalk in the
faded farm clothes that he
wears like a second skin.
A full-fledged farm owner at
16, Wade knows what it is to
fret — about farm prices, spring flooding, leaf blight and
worse.
His love affair with farm life
began when he was "just a little shaver," as he milked cows
and fed livestock on his
father's 300-acre farm in the
southern Indiana town of
Salem.
"It was the beginning of the
conflict," says Wade, who
spent the next decade of his
life torn between learning the
lessons of the land and pursuing a career from a college
classroom.
In the end, his father — and
Purdue University — won.
Wade walked off the 200-acre
farm he'd bought as a 4-H pro-

is

#11%

ject and promised himself
he'd return
Now 42, Wade is back on the
farm — but only on weekends.
The land that he loves is
rented to a neighbor, and
somebody else's combine will
bring in his 18-acre corn crop
in the fall.
"When I graduated, my
father didn't tell me not to
come back," Wade recalls.
"But he said,'Why not benefit
other people? Use the
knowledge I gave you plus
what you learned in the
university.'
"1 guess he saw the handwriting on the w
Wade worked in eight Indiana counties before moving
to Vanderburgh County four
years ago.
It's a far cry from the agent
of yesterday who spent his life
in the confines of one county,
bouncing down endless dirt
roads dispensing advice.
Then again, it could be just
what Justin Smith Morrill had
in mind.
It was Mon-ill, a Vermont
congressman, who introduced
the 1857 bill that established
the land-grant colleges — one
college in each state that
would
specialize
in
agriculture
and
the
mechanical arts.
And while the Cooperative
Extension Service did not appear until the signing of the
Smith-Lever Act more thus a
half-century later, a close early relative showed up in 1875.
It was an agricultural experiment station, and it surfaced not in the Midwest but at
Wesleyan University in Middletown, Conn.
The station succeeded — as
far as it went. But it took
Seaman H. Knapp, an
educator, farmer and onetime president of the Iowa

Agricultural College, to pinpoint the experiment's crucial
flaw.
"What a man hears, he may
doubt; what he sees, he may
also doubt; but what he does,
he cannot doubt," pronounced
Knapp.
At a farm near Terrell, Texas,in 1903, he set up an experiment of his own. He planted 35
acres of cotton and 35 acres of
corn to show the effects of
various seeds, fertilizers and
planting techniques.
Knapp's methods increased
the farm owner's yield by $700
— and converted enough skeptics to collect a budget of
$40,000 and a teari of 20
federal agents to help spread
the gospel to other farmers.
Extension work, paid for by
the land-grant colleges, the
U.S.
Deparment
of
Agriculture, and individual
county governments, has been
going strong ever since.
In one sense, says Wade, the
work hasn't changed since the
first farm agent was hired in
Smith County, Texas, in 1906.
•'His job was to get the latest
information to the individual

U.S. farmers are expected
to plant nearly 79.5 million
acres of wheat this year.

When Insured lry stored was Mr.Creamy.
When I had a clam,I was Mr.873-54269.
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ROSS INSURANCE AGENCY
210 East Main St.
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
Danny Ross, James Ross
Telephone: 753-0489 or 753-0493
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who needed it. To help the guy
with the problem, whether it
was poultry or livestock, soybeans or corn. It was his job,
and it's my job, too.
-But the changes in
technology, the changes in
methods have come so fast.
It's difficult just keeping up
with the new chemicals.
"We used to shuck corn by
hand. Now we have combines
that shuck eight rows at once,
and corn planters that put 16
rows of seeds into the ground
in seconds," Wade says.
And all the technology, all
the research, have been
unable to solve the farm's
problems. In
economic
Vanderburgh County, as
elsewhere,those problems are
mounting.
Already, rising land values
have shrunken the county's
farm acreage. Shopping
malls, housing developments
and apartment complexes are
putting pressure on the farms
that remain.
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knees at the college boy's
dilemma But as legend has it,
the young agent never
faltered.
He jacked up one wheel of
his Model T and ran a belt
from the wheel to a batterypowered generator. It made
for a somewhat jerky showing, but the movie came off —
and the locals shut up and watched it.
It's a story county agents
love to tell. It's billed as true,
for one thing. It's 50 years old
and still gets a laugh, for
another.
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Outland-Jackson Win Doubles Final

Murray Players Are Successful
In MTA Tournament Divisions

ROBERT HOPKINS steps into a forehand during his straight set win over Hugh Houston
in the boss 12 and under singles consolation championship match. Both players are
trom Murray.

The Murray Tennis Association concluded its junior
championships this weekend,
except for one remaining match. That match will be the
girls 18 and under consolation
championship to be played
between Murray's Kathy
Outland and Catherine Dick at
the Murray State courts this
afternoon.
Outland and Candy Jackson
had little trouble winning
another doubles championship, defeating Starr Jones of
Murray and Cheri Simmons of
Paducah,6-1,6-2.
Mel Jackson was the winner
of the girls 14 championship,
defeating Johanna Hoffman of
Henderson,6-2, 6-2.
The biggest winner of the
tournament was Paul Austin,
a former resident of Murray
and whose father, Dr. Clegg
Austin, lives here now. Austin
took both the boys 16 and
under championship and 18
and under consolation championship,

Siesta Clumpiosoliip Plaids
Girls Resells
12 And Under - Sarah Rowan
Dawn Brohman
) Louisville I def
) Louisville 6-1,6-1.
14 And Under - Mel Jackson Murray del Sammie Hoffman I Henderson )
4-2,6-2
16 And Under - Di Ann Dluguid
del Susie Wilkins
1Hoplunsville
1Paducah 6-1,6-1
le And Under -- Sandy Cross
Clarksville, TN I def. Chen Simmons
Paducah 3-6,6-2,6-4.
Bays Resifts
12 And Under - Britt Latham
Hoplunsville) def. Scott Campbell
1Louisville 6-2,61
14 And Under - Nathan Houton
Paducah del. Roland Lutz Henderson )6-2, 7.6.
16 And Under - Paul Austin Lexington ) clef Scott Bretton (Paducah )6-3,
6-3
18 And Under - Cecil Cooper
Paducah ) clef, Kiri Hall Owenaboroi,62, 6-1.
Cassiolatloa Flags
Girls Results
12 And Under - Patricia Mahan
1Henderson del. Ellen Hogancamp
urray I 6-1, 6-0,
14 And Under - Judith Gannaway
Clarksville, 1741 def. Lisa Williams
Murray I 6-2,6-2.
16 And Under - Karen Herndon
Paducahl def. Cindee Crocker
(Clarksville, TN ) 8-1, 4-6,6-3.
Boys Results
12 And Under -Robert Hopkins Murray def. Hugh Houston Murray) 6-0, 61

14 And Under - Jim Barker I Jackson,
TN def John Hoffman Henderson '6-1,
6-1
16 And Under - Kevin Harris
Louisville I del De rry n Diuguid
Hopkmaville 44,6-0,64
18 And Under - Paul Austin ( LeningtonI del Jay Reithel r Union, TN)64,
6-2

Doubles Flush
Girls Results
14 And Under - Sarah Rowan-Dawn
Brohinan Louisville I clef Mel JacksonLisa Williams I Murrayl 6-4,6-0.
18 And Under - Kathy Outland-Candy
Jackson Murray del Starr Jones.
Cheri Simmons( Paducah )6-1,6-2
Boys Results
12 And Under - Warren Watson

lienderson i-Doug Berryman Martford ) del John Lankford (Georgetown 6
Britt Latham I Hoplunsville I 74,4-6. 6-2
16 And Under -- Nathan Rowton-Jun
Seabury I Paducah I del Russell SloanScott Bratton(Paducah )
6-3,
lb And Under - David Anderson-Kiri
liall O.ennhnrol clef Kevin MoranCecil Cooper I Paducah I 2-6, 6-4,6-3

MSU Signs Two More Hefty
Hitters To Baseball Program
Catcher Howard Quigley of
Paducah St. Mary and infielder Scott Peck of
Hopkinsville High have
become the latest two baseball
recruits to sign with Murray
State University and Coach
Johnny Reagan.
Quigley was a five year
starter behind the plate for St.
Mary and was a four regular
in American Legion baseball
for Paducah Post 31,
The 6-0, 180-pound Quigley
hit .423 his senior season in
helping St. Mary, which had a
.382 team batting average, to a
19-4 record and the semo-final
round of the Kentucky high
school tournament.
Quigley also contributed 11

doubles, four home runs, 22
runs batted in and was successful in 16 of his 18 stolen
base attempts. Quigley hit
over .300 in American Legion
competition this season. He
was also a three year letterman in basketball.
"He's probably the hardest
worker I've ever had," said
St. Mary coach Richie Durbin.
"He has a great attitude and is
an aggressive player."
American Legion coach
Frank Hideg called Quigley
"one of the best defensive
players I've ever coached."
"I've never had anyone as
competitive on the field," added Hideg."And I've never had
anyone work harder."
Peck excelled at shortstop

tor coach Gary Satterfield at
Hopkinsville High. A fouryear letterman and starter,
Peck hit .326 as a sophomore,
.356 as a junior and .428 his
senior season. Peck's batting
average ranked number one
three consecutive years at
Hopkinsville.
The 5-10, 165-pounder also
slugged five home runs to
pace Hopkinsville last season
and qualified as one of the
team's top defensive performers.
"In nine years of coaching
high school baseball, Scott is
the best all-around player I've
ever had," said Satterfield. "I
think he will make an excellent college player."

Summer Leagues
Dodgers Win 19-2, Braves Take Pair
Three games were played in cher, allowing just two hits. the Indians.
the Junior Babe Ruth League Wade Smith had a triple, two
In the second game, David
Saturday as the Dodgers roll- doubles and a single.
McMillen had 11 strikeouts.
ed over the Giants, 19-2, and
Mike Montgomery had a tri- Steve McDougal and Miles
the Braves took a pair of
Barnett had two hits apiece.
ple for the Giants.
games from the Indians and
For the Tigers, Bill Glavin
the Tigers by scores of 12-6
In the Braves' first game, had a triple and a single while
and 10-8.
Tim Brown got the win while David Denham,Shawn Glavin
For the Dodgers, Andy David McMillen had two hits. and Billy Jackson each had
Parks was the winning pit- David Whitten had two hits for doubles.

Local Teams
In the second game, Re- Sweep Pair
quarth came back for his first

Angels WIn Final Two
In the final two games of the
Senior Babe Ruth regular
season, the Angels beat the
Cards, 11-0, and the Yanks, 118.
Getting the shutout for the
Angels in the first game was
Darren Hooper as he allowed
two hits and struckout five
batters.
Alan Gibbs, who had a triple
and four runs batted in, and
Marty McCtliston, who scored
three runs, had three hits
apiece. Eddie Requarth also
scored three times for the
Angels

pitching win of the season.
Requarth', McCuiston and
Tim McAlister each had two
hits, including a double
apiece. McCuiston tripled,
scored twice and had three
RBI while McAlister had two
RBI.
Keith Beane scored two runs
and Jerry Spann added two
RBI.
For the Yanks, Ronnie Pace
had three hits in three at bats
and three RBI on a triple and a
horhe rim. MI? Denham was
two-for-two
plate.

at

A pair of teams from the 13Year-Old League swept a
doubleheader from Trigg
County Saturday as the
Orioles won by a score of 17-9
and a team combined from the
Phils and the Astros won,4-3.
For the Orioles, Todd Ross
was the winning pitcher Marty Morton had a home run
while ROSS and Steve Malone
each had doubles.
In the second game, Mitch
Grogan got the win. Rick
Grogan led the hitting with
two singles.

down 18 rebounds against
taller Indiana defenders.
"We got a super effort out of
Higgs," said Lee. "What more
can you say? But, really, we
had individuals the whole
game who came in and sparked us. This game, like last
week, could have gone either
way. It was a fantastic, competitive game for an All-Star
game."
The loss still left Indiana
ahead 41-24 overall in the
series that began in 1940. The
Kentucky girls also reversed a
loss from a week earlier and
beat the Indiana girls 72-64,
the eighth victory in 10 games
for Kentucky since that series
began in 19'76.
"There were two things that
did it," Indiana boys' Coach
Bill Smith said. "As a team,

we didn't block out and maintain contact, and then they
were muchh quicker."
The Indiana boys outscored
Kentucky by 10 points from
the field but were beaten 26-13
from the free throw line. After
Kentucky's big spurt, Smith
called a time out and changed
defenses.
"We went to a 1-3-1 zone trap
and tried to force them to
shoot from the outside. It
worked pretty well, but then
we had a lack of concentration, and that put them back
up."
Kentucky built the lead back
to five points in the next two
minutes, but Johnson and Fort
Wayne Dwenger's Greg Eifert
led another rally that gave Indiana its first lead since the
early part of the game.

Borg Not A Player,
He's An Institution
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) — "When you play
against Bjorn Borg," said the
dour,sinister-looking hulk of a
man with the bettle brows and
Fu Manchu mustache, "you
don't play a man, you play an
institution."
Ion Tiriac, who came from
the same Romanian village
that produced Count Dracula,
might as well have been talking about the pyramids, the
Sphinx or the Rock of
Gibraltar.
After all, Borg, the implacable, 24-year-old Swede who
goes after his fifth straight
Wimbledon tennis championship this week, might fit any
or all of these unmoveable,
unemotional landmarks.
"He is not invincible —
Borg," Tiriac added. "There
just seems to be no one with
the steel, the stamina and patience to take him.
"If you hit 20 balls at him, he
will hit the 21st. If you hit 40,
he will hit 41. The man is

amazing the way he can break
you with persistence."
As the ancient All England
Championships move into
their climactic phase this
week, Borg's perennial
challengers — John McEnroe,
Jimmy Connors, Vitas
Gerulaitis and Roscoe Tanner
— again are threatening.
London's legal bookmakers,
who don't thrive on bad judgments, have made the Swede
the short-odds favorite at 8-11.
McEnroe is 3-1, Connors 6-1,
Tanner 14-1 and Gerulaitis 20-

1.
Tiriac, 40, — former star of
the Romanian Davis Cup team
and longtime partner of the
fiery lie Nastase — can lean
back in one of the old green
stadium's wooden seats and
observe
Wimbledon
developments dispassionately.
Tiriac's interest was quickened as he watched a rejuvenated Connors win his third
round match Saturday against
a hard-serving young Swiss,
Heinz Gunthardt.

Women's Tennis
Team Signs Carla
Ambrico To Letter
Murray State women's tennis coach Nita Head has announced the signing of Carla
Ambrico of Broward Community College in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. to an athletic grantin-aid and AlAW letter-ofintent.
A product of Pompano
Beach, Fla., Ambrico was a
regular for Broward at No. 2
as a sophomore last season
and helped her team to a second place finish in the Na-

tional Junior College Athletic
Association women's tennis
tournament last spring.
Ambrico, the third addition
to the women's tennis roster
for next season, WRS a twoyear regular at Broward CcAmunity College.
She joins April Horning of
Harrisburg, Ill. High School
and Fran Spencer of Jackson
(Tenn. Central High, as
newcomers of the roster for
next fall.
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Kentucky Coach Knows Anything Can Happen
settle down and be more patient," said Lee, who called a
time out after two straight
baskets by Anderson's Henry
Johnson capped the Hoosier
streak and made it 67-66.
"They were just taking it to
the hoop on ds," Lee said. -We
became too complacent with
the 13-point lead, and in two
minutes, we didn't have a
lead."
The big gun for Kentucky,
avenging an 82-80 loss to Indiana a week earlier at Louisville, was 6-foot-5 Dwight
Higgs of Owensboro, who
poured in 29 points and hauled
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AP Sports
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No Rest Until It's Over
the Kentucky coach.
By STEVE HERMAN
The Kentuckians seemed to
AP Sports Writer
have everything going their
INDIANAPOLIS ( AP 1
Coach David Lee never rests
easy until the game is over. way after breaking open a
Even with a 13-point lead in close game with a run of 12
straight points for a 62-49 adthe second half.
"In a game Like this, there's vantage with 16 minutes reno such thing as a comfortable maining.
But, just as Lee feared, Inlead," Lee said after Saturday
night's thrilling 96-93 victory diana refused to fold. The Hooby the Kentucky high school siers clawed their way back
AllStars over their arch-rivals into contention with a run of 10
7traight, then briefly took the
from Indiana.
"Anything can happen in a lead before Kentucky settled
game with this much intensi- the issue at the free throw line
ty, and it usually does," said in the closing minutes.
told our guys we had to

Wh

PAUL AUSTIN was the biggest winner at the Murray Tennis Association's junior tournament this weekend. The son of Dr. Clegg Austin of Murray and Janice Austin of
Lexington won the boys 16 and under singles championship and the boys 18 and under singles consolation championship. Austin plays for Tates Creek High School in
Lexington.
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The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks.

PAY BY MAIL
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections. ---
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White Sox Pitching Staff Blends Young And Old Arms To 3-0 Wins

nes

By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
The Chicago White Sox are
expected to have a bright future because of the pitchers
they are developing, but all
those strong young arms must
look pretty good right now to
the Oakland A's.
The White Sox held the A's
to 12 hits over the weekend in
winning two of three games,
including consecutive 3-0,
four-hit victories Saturday
night and Sunday.
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AL Roundup
"It's not easy to explain, but
we have do good arms," said
White Sox Manager Tony LaRussa."We have a whole staff
that can throw. We're just in a
good groove now, everybody's
healthy and getting their
pitches over the plate. We
have that good combination of
young starters and a veteran
bullpen."
Sunday's shutout was a

combo job, with lanky lefty
Britt Burns getting help from
Mike Proly.
"We have some good young
arms,- said Proly. "They are
going to throw well, and with
more and more experience,
they are going to be super pitchers."
One of those strong arms belongs to Burns, who ran his
record to 9-5 and lowered his
league-leading earned run
average to 2.02. He did quite
well Sunday considering he
had the flu and sinus trouble,
allowing two singles in five innings before Proly gave up
two singles the rest of the way.
"I thought if I could get
through five, get a lead and
get out with a win, I was going
to do it," Burns said. "Today
was a struggle just to get
through two — so I'm not
Yankees 7, Indiiins 2
Cleveland lost the 23rd
game of its last 27 at Yankee
Stadium as New York got
home runs from Jim Spencer,
Joe Lefebvre and Brian Doyle,
all of which fell into the first
few rows of the friendly right

field stands The homers accounted for six runs, but
Cleveland Manager Dave Garcia said only one of the drives
would have had a chance logo
out of Municipal Stadium in
Cleveland.
"You've got to give them
credit for designing a club to
fit their park," Garcia said.
Losing pitcher Len Barker
was not so gracious about the
homers, which gave the Yankees 100 in 71 games, 44 games
before they hit that many last
season.
'That short right field fence,
that's why they have so many
homers," he said.
Blue Jays 2, Tigers0
Dave Stieb pitched a sevenhitter to end Detroit's ninegame winning streak. The
young Toronto right-hander
scattered seven singles for his
second shutout and eighth
complete game of the season.
The Blue Jays got their runs in
the fifth inning on an error by
Detroit second baseman Lou
Whitaker and in the eighth on
a wild pitch.
Brewers 5, Angels 2

ashamed about having to fly
after five."
"I'm not going to say it's
their tough pitching," said A's
outfielder Dwayne Murphy,
who got one of their base hits.
"I guess that when you're going bad, you're going bad. You
just start to wonder and you
start to think too much instead
of just going out and playing
the way you've always
Played."
Chicago got all its runs in
the fourth off Brian Kingman,
3-8, who ironically pitched a
complete game despite allowing 12 hits.
Thad Bosley and Bruce
Kimm singled, Greg Pryor
doubled in a run and Bob
Molinaro singled in two more,
getting his first RBI since
June 1.
In other American League
games Sunday, Toronto blanked Detroit 2-0, the New York
Yankees beat Cleveland 7-2,
Milwaukee defeated California 5-2, Seattle downed Kansas
City 7-2 and Minnesota beat
rexas 5-3 at night. Baltimore
it Boston was rained out.

Borg Goes After Consecutive Win Record Today
•

By GEOFFREY MILLER
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England
1AP) — Bjorn Borg faced
Hungarian tennis star Balasz
Taroczy Monday in a bid to set
an alltime Wimbledon record
— 32 consecutive match victories.
The 24-year-old Swede
began his run when he won the
first of his four straight
Wimbledon titles in 1976. He
has bsign spinning at
Wimbledon erer since.
When he defeated Rod
Frawley of Australia Saturday to reach the last 16, Borg
equaled the record of 31 victories set by Rod Laver in
1970.

The second week of the tournament began with a backlog
of 70 matches, following days
of rain. Both the men's and
women's singles are down to
the last 16, instead of the
quarterfinals which would be
normal. The survivors have
battled through on damp and
treacherous grass courts,
"Maybe the courts will be
harder in the second week,"
said John McEnroe, who is
seeded to meet Borg in next
Saturday's final,
"I have not been mentally
settled, with all these stops
and starts. I know Wimbledon
is considered the great tournament, along with the U.S.
Open, but who wants' to play
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You get:
• plenty of deep fried clams
• french fries
• coleslaw
• cocktail sauce
• 2 Southern style
hush puppies
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By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Lee Trevino, with his second
golf title of the season safely
tucked away, has set his sights
on the British Open.
"I'm looking forward to going into the British Open,
because I'm going in a winner," Trevino said after scoring a onestroke victory Sunday in the Danny ThomasMemphis Classic.
And well he may. The Open
is at Muirfield, on the east
coast of Scotland. The last
time it was played there,
Trevino scored a one-stroke
victory over Jack Nicklaus.
He will go into the British —
his next start — with one of his
more successful American
campaigns well under way,
his game in order, his confidence high and the unabounded respect of his fellow
pros.
"Lee is just as good as any
player in the world today,"
said Tom Purtzer, who eventually finished second to Trevino's post-lightning rally
here. "I gave him my best
shot. It's just unfortunate I
caught him on the wrong
week."
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at gametime, capped a fourrun second Inning with a
three-run homer to lead Seattle over Kansas City, which
still leads the AL West by
eight games over the While
Sox The Mariners also got a
homer from Toni Paciorek,
while Glenn Abbott scattered
eight hits for his seventh vic-

tory in 10 decisions
?whims S, Rangers 3
Rob Wilfong went 4-for-4
and knocked in a run and Roy
Smalley had two RBI to lead
Minnesota over Texas. The
Twins took a 4-0 lead off loser
Doc Medici), 7-4, but the
Rangers came back with Buddy Bell's two-run homer in the

Dial
7533999

201 S 7th Murray, Ky.

Leonard Thompson, in the
title hunt earlier in the event,
was even more out-going in his
praise of the 40-year-old veteran.
"He's he greatest striker of
the ball I've ever seen,"
Thompson said.
never saw
)Ben) Hogan, but Lee's the
best of theJest of 'em. It he
was a great putter, a
Nicklaustype putter, you'd
never even have heard of Jack
Nicklaus after Lee came on
the tour."
Trevino joined the tourists
in 1967 and now has collected
24 American tour titles. The
victory here, secured on a
lastround, 3-under-par 69 and
a 272 total, 16 strokes under
par on the rain-soaked Colonial Country Clab course,
enabled him to join the absent
Tom Watson and Craig
Stadler as the only multiple
winners of the year.
He collected $54,000 from
the total purse of $300,000 and
immediately donated $5,000 of
it to St. Jude's Children
Hospital, the charitable
beneficiary of this event.
The big check pushed his
winnings for the year to $285,743, the most he's won in any
tingle season.
Purtzer, two shots back
nost of the way, birdied the
inal hole for a 67 and second
at 273. Jerry Pate and 49-yearold Miller Barber were next at
275. Pate shot a 68 and Barber
matched par 72.
Barber and Trevino shared
the lead going into the last
round and Barber quickly
built a 2-stroke lead while the
ominous clouds rolled in and
thunder rumbled in the distance. Trevino, who was
struck by lightning while playing in the 1975 Western Open,
quickly sought shelter when
the first bolt struck and a 56
minute delay was called.
After the delay, Trevino
birdied three of the next four
holes. When Barber hit it in
the water and made double
bogey on the 12th, Trevino was
in front to stay.
"They got to birdie to catch
me," he said. "I ain't gonna
give it to'em."

fifth, his eighth of the season
and third in two days Doug
Corbett replaced winner
Roger Erickson, 2-5, in the
seventh and registered his
sixth save although he gave up
three singles, including a runscoring hit by Rusty Staub, in
the seventh before getting out
of the jam

Durham Has Problem Of Position
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Leon "Bull" Durham has a
problem — St. Louis teammate Keith Hernandez.
It's nothing personal, mind
you. It's all a matter of position.
"First base, that's my
home," says Durham, a 22yeir-old rookie who is one of
the Cardinals' brightest young
prospects. But first base is
also the position played by
Hernandez, and all he did was
win the National League batting title last season with a
.344 average.

NI Roundup
Durham got his chance to
play this weekend after Hernandez was hurt in a collision
with Chicago's Bill Buckner at
first base Saturday, and he
made the most of the
opportunity. He drove in the
tying and winning runs with a
ninth-inning double as the
Cards won the opener of a
Saturday doubleheader before
the Cubs came back to snap
St. Louis'seven-game winning
streak by winning the second
game.
Sunday, Durham belted his
first major league home run, a
two-run shot in the fourth in-

rung that put the Cards ahead
to stay as they beat the Cubs 97. The 6-foot-1, 185-pound lefthander added a pair of singles
and scored three times as the
Cards raised their record to
13-7 since Whitey Herzog
replaped Ken Boyer as
manager.
Despite his big weekend,
Durham knows his place with
the Cards — and it's not as the
regular first baseman.
"I'll be at first base until
Keith comes back," said Durham, "then I'll go to the outfield or back to the bench. If
it's back to the bench,
just
keep myself in the groove until
I get another chance."
In other National League
games Sunday, the Montreal
Expos beat the Pittsburgh Pirates 4-1, the Atlanta Braves
topped the San Diego Padres
4-2, the Houston Astros
outscored the Cincinnati Reds
12-10, the Philadelphia Phillies
downed the New York Mets 5-2
and the San Francisco Giants
and Los Angeles Dodgers split
a doubleheader, the Giants
winning the opener 4-3 and the
Dodgers taking the nightcap 3o.
Durham,a star in the Cards'
minor-league system since being a first-round draft choice
in 1976, was making his first
trip to Chicago over the weekend. "I'll remember it all my

life," he said. -I'm glad I was
around to play," said
Durham.
Herzog said he was impressed by Durham, but was
not about to move his regular
first baseman. -When you
have a Keith Hernandez
around, he I Durham will
have to move to the outfield."
Ted Simmons and Ken
Oberidell were other batting
stars for the Cardinals. Simmons had a run-scoring double
and a towering home run
while Oberkfell drove in two
runs with a double and a
single.
Expos 4,Pirates 1
David Palmer and Fred
Norman combined on a fivehitter as the Expos beat Pittsburgh to extend their lead in
the NL East to three games
over Philadelphia and 3% over
the Pirates. Ron LeFlore stole
three bases for Montreal and
arnar Moreno swiped one for
Pittsburgh, giving them 45
apiece — tops in the majors.
Braves 4, Padres 2
Dale Murphy drove in three
runs with a solo homer and a
two-run single and Bob Horner
also homered as the Braves
downed the Padres. Atlanta's
Larry McWilliams allowed
eight hits, struck out three and
walked three in hurling his
first complete-game victory of
the season.

Astros 12, Reds 10
Joe Morgan drove in two
runs with a pinch-double in a
three-run seventh inning that
put the Astros to stay in their
wild-scoring game against
Cincinnati. Art Howe had four
hits and drove in two runs for
Houston.
Planks 5, Mets 2
Philadelphia broke a fourgame losing streak in a night
game as Manny Trillo hit a
pair of singles, scored one run
and drove in another. Bob
Walk won his third decision
without a loss since being
recalled from Oklahoma City
last month, getting relief help
from, Lerrin LaGrow in the
final two innings.
The Mets had a four-game
winning streak snapped, and
completed a 15-game road trip
with a 7-8 record.
Giants 4, Dodgers 3
Dodgers 3, Giants 0
Willie McCovey, in his final
homestand as an active
player, came off the bench to
rip a two-out double that
scored the winning run in the
ninth inning in the opener.
In the second game, Burt
Hooton gave up four hits,
struck out five and did not
walk a batter as he posted his
10th consecutive victory over
the Giants and increased his
career mark against them to
14-5.
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Trevino Has Sights
Set On British Open
After Memphis Win

Captain D's
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tournament.
teruus in the wet?"
Jimmy Connors, the No.3
McEnroe faced Kevin Curren, 22, South Africa's sixth- seed, faced an awkward opporanked player, who fought nent Monday in Hank Pfister,
through the qualifying corn- whose booming service could
petition to get into the tourna- do a lot of damage on the soft
turf.
ment.
This is the round where
Borg's run of 31 victories at
Wimbledon in four years is in seeded players usually collide
with each other for the first
fact unprecedented.
Lover's record was spread time. But in the difficult condiover almost a decade. He won tions only eight of the 16 seeds
the title in 1961 and 1962, was survive.
The only all-seed match
shut out of the tournament as
a professional for five years, Monday was between Vitas
then came back to win the Gerulaitis, No.4, and Wojtek
crown twice more when tennis Fibak of Poland, No.13.
One clash was between
went open in 1968. His run endad with defeat by Britain's Brian Gottfried of the United
Roger Taylor in the fourth States and Phil Dent of
Australia, both unseeded gianround in 1970.
won tkillers. Gottfried downed
Willie Renshaw
Wimbledon six years running Stan Smith, the 1972 chamin the 1880's. Laurie Docherty pion, Saturday and is the only
won the title five times in a one of the 16 survivors in the
men's singles to have come
row from 1902.
But in those days the defend- through three rounds without
ing champion was required to dropping a set.
Dent's victim was Victor
play only one match, in the
challenge round against the Pecci, the tall heavy-serving
winner of the preliminary Paraguayan.

Milwaukee used seven doubles, a homer by Jim Gantner
and Reggie Cleveland's eighthit complete game to beat
California Cleveland,6-2, won
Ns third straight start after
joining the starting rotation
when Jim Slaton was injured
Mariners 7, Royals 2
Bub Stuison , hitting only 143
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TIRESALE
Act Now And Save On The
Original All-Season Radial

$39
P155 80R 13 blackwall plus Si 59 FET
no trade needed

• ONE RADIAL you don't change when the
weather does • 10,000 biting edges for yearround traction • GAS-SAVING steel-belted
radial-ply construction • ORIGINAL and
only from Goodyear since 1977

LIFETIME•
ALIGNMENT
AGREEMENT
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• Inspect all four tires • Set caster
camber and toe to proper alignment • Inspect suspension and
steering systems
Most U S cars Foreign cars at our
option Front wheel drive and
Chevettes extra Parts and additional
service extra it needed

*LIFETIME ALIGNMENT
For as long as you own your ‘ar we owl
'echeck and suon the front end 7 needed
every 6 than!. or 5 030 mi,es — or whienev,
,Service
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BLACKWALL SIZES FOR IMPORTS

WHITEWALL SIZES FOR U.S CARS

P155 801113
P165/751113
P185/75R13

P1e5430R13
P195/751114
11205/751114
P215/75R14
P225/751114
P195/75R15
11205/751115
P215/75R15
P225/75R 15
P235/7511 15

PRICE
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Size

SALE
PRICE

Nu FEL
rIMF
=NMI

$43.30
$47.70
653.20

Si 59
$1 68
$202

$53.20

$211

P155/8011 13
P165/75R13
P165/80R14
P155/80R15
11165.1301115

$41.00
$45.45
$47.60
$48.50
$49.30

$1 59
$I 68
51 81
51 73
At 91

SALE

Fits

Size

—
8R78-13
—
ER78-14
FR78-14
GR78-14
HR78-14
FR78-15
—
6R78-15
HR78-15
LR78-15

Pro FET

$61.25 $233
$63.60 $248
$65.15 $258
$611.00 $2.81
$62.30 i S2 32
$64.50 $257
$37.00 $275
669.50 $293
$74.30 $3.11

SALE ENDS SATURDAY,
JULY 5!
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INCLUDING

Our 9-point maintenance check
• Air, filter
• Transmission
• Belts and
fluid
• Power steering
hoses
fluid
• Differential
level
• Brake fluid
• Tire pressure
• Battery water
level
• Battery cable

Includes many imports and light
trucks Please call for appointment

GOODAEAR

Goodyear Service Store
12th St. Murray
753-0595

Store Hours 7:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Store Manager,
Norman Hagedorn
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Calloway County Camp Award Winners7

•

Grades 4-8 - First row, Jim Hornbuckle, winning team; Chuck Adams, winning team,
hot shot and 7-up awards; Ales Dowdy, winning team; Pat Gupton, winning team;
Troy Turner, winning team; Chris Douglas, winning team; John Poyner, winning team;
Tripp Nix, winning team; Mark Watkins, winning team; Second row, Brad Pritchett,
winning team, hot shot, and free-throw awards; Chad Stubblefield, rebound, 1-on-1,
and MVP awards: Mike Geurin, winning team; John Mark Potts, winning team, bench
jump, defense, speed dribble, and MVP awards; Mark Hale, winning team; Tim
Weatherford, winning team; Malcom Taylor, winning team and consecutive freethrow awards; Allen Cothran, winning team and speed dribble awards; Third row,
Scott Nix, 3-on-3; Brad Skinner, 3-on-3, rebound, and free-throw awards; Mark
Waldrop, 3-on-3, 1-on-1, 2-ball, and consecutive free-throw awards; Derren McCuistion, 1-on-1; Marc Hatcher, bench jump; Bob Allen, bench jump, defense, 7-up, 2ball, and 3-on-3 awards; Jason Winchester, 3-on-3; Scott Adams, speed dribble.

Murray Swim Team Coasts To
Third Win Of Season,460-147
With a 480-147 victory over
Marion Country Club Saturday at the City Park pool,
Murray Swim Team increased
its season record to 3-2.
The top point member for
Murray was Eric Easley with
V points followed by Tim Burchfield with 25. Kathy
Williams paced the girls with
23 points, while Margy Bur'tfield added 22.
Age-group point leaders for
Murray were 6 & under: John
Paul Nix and Vanessa Sammons; 8 & under: Jason Town
and Christy Watson; 10 &
under: Eric Easley and Kathy
Williams; 12 & under: Robert
Hopkins and Margy Burchfield; 14 & under: Tim Burchfield and Kelli Thomas; 1518: Mike Holloway and Missy
Conner.
Murray will be at home July

12 for the third annual Jaycee
Invitational Swim Meet beginning at 8:30 a.m.
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Lopez Wins, But Still Has Not Found Old Swing
By MEL RELSNER
Al'Sports Writer
ROCHESTER, N.Y.(Al')By Nancy Lopez-Melton's
reckoning, she still hasn't fully returned to the swing which
propelled her to glory and
money never before achieved
by a Ladies Professional Golf
Association tour pro at the age
of 23.
Grades 9-12 - (Left to right) First row, Mark Duncan, winning team; Keith Lovett,
MVP.rebound award, winning team: Jeff Butterworth, winning team; Brad Miller, winning team, consecutive free-throw award; Hal Orr, winning team; Monty Ray, winning
team; Denny Jones, winning team; Roger Galimore, winning team; Chris Sheridan, winning team; Second row, Bary Albritton, 3-on-3 award; Ricky Houston, bench jump
award; Dan Key, 7-up, 2-ball, and hot-shot drill awards; Jeff Garison, defense award;
Craig Darnel, speed dribble award; David Finny, 3-on-3 and 1-on-1 awards.

That's bad news for the rest
of the LPGA.
"I'm going to go home this
week and work on my game,"
she said Sunday after outdueling Pat Bradley with a 2-

under-par 71 and 72-hole total
of 283 in a $125,000 tour event
at Locust Hill Country Club."I
need some practice with my
short game - especially on
things like 50-yard sand wedge
shots."

fourth place in 1980 earnings
at $100,-671 -her third year in
a row in six figures.
Bradley, who shot subpar
golf for three days on the 6,206yard layout, triple-putted on
the last hole to wind up with
73-284 and finish second for the
seventh time since she won
her last tournament in 1978.

The tournament is named
The Sarah Coventry,
Starting with a par-73 round,
Lopez-Melton closed with a
course-record-tying 67, 72 and
71 to win for the second time
this season and the 19th time
in 65 tournaments during a
short career. The $18,750 firstplace money boosted her into

Kathy Whitworth, one of the
most experienced players on
the tour, and rookie Myra Van
Hoose tied for third with 288s.
Whitworth, 40, the all-time
LPGA money-winner, started
the day 4-under and finished

that way with around of 73.
Brownlee, who started with
an eagle-3 on the first and
fourthcoles, and Alex had the
best rounds, 69, on a day when
18 golfers broke par and
another dozen matched it.
However, it was Van Hoose
who scorched the field until a
double-bogey-6 on the 331-yard
16th hole. The 24-year-old
rookie from Lexington, Ky.,
had five birdies and four pars
for a 31 on the front nine, but
lost a drive which landed
under a small tree. She took
two strokes to get it back on
the fairway.
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FREE
DIRT
At the new MSU Student Union
construction site at the end of
Payne. Your trucks loaded
free beginning June 24.
Deliveries reasonable

Chilton
Excavating
Phone 502 425-2829

•
el•

Sports In Brief

Deluxe seat belts, floor mats, belt reveal
molding, landau roof, sport mirrors, ww tires, ho
cap cooling systems, soft ray glass, body side
moldings, door edge guards, air cond.. accent
stripe. M0V8 engine, super stock wheels. AM-FM
stereo plus all standard equipment such as
power steering and automatic transmission

PLUS ...
THIS FUEL-SAVING
GAS

7198°°

Sale Price

MILEAGE

19

25

REMEMBER Compare the "estimated MPG" to the "estimated MPG"
of other cars. You may get different mileage depending on how fast
you drive, weather conditions and trip length. Actual highway mileage will probably be less than the estimated highway fuel economy.
Oldsmobiles are equipped with GM-built engines produced by various
divisions. Come in today and let us show you the details
114415-Pwainie-CMIlac

PURDOM

74.1.1
1051,01 teirrenter% Ir. kr
Ilaw see..
18Mi Wart Naie-753-5315

Wo

By The Associated Press
GOLF
MAMARONECK, N.Y. "AP)- Roberto de Vicenzo registered a final-round 70
and won the inaugural US. Senior Open
with a 1-over-par 285 at the Winged Foot
Golf Club. He WOO first prize of 120,000.
Bill Campbell had .69 to finish second,
4 strokes off the pace.
ROCHESTER, N.Y. 1AP - Nancy
Lopez-Melton outdueled Pat Bradley M
torrid 18 holes, posting a Sunder-par 71
to win a $125,000 Ladies Professional
Golf Association event with a 72-hole
total of 283. The triumph was worth
118,750.
ALTO RACING
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. i AP)- Rob
McFarlin and Hurley Haywood combined to drive a Datsun 200-SX to an easy
victory in the 538.500 Su_Hour Endurance Challenge for racing stock
sedans at Daytona International Speedway The winners averaged 95.6% mph
as they finished 150 laps, or 575 miles,
one lap short of the record set last year
by the team of Dennis Shaw and Don
Whittington.
LE CASTELLET, France (AP) Australian Alan Jones, driving a
Williams, won the 680 French Grand
Prix, crossing the finish line just 4.5 Woods ahead of France's Didier Piroru in
a Ligier. Jones's winning time was 1
hour, 32 minutes, 41.42 seconds at an
average speed of 126.072 mph.
TRACK AND FIELD
LILLE, France i AP) - 'Merry
Vigneron of France equalled his world
pole vault record of 11 feet, 101-e inches al
the French National Track and Field
championships
PORSGRUNN, Norway IAPI - Rod
Milburn, a 1972 Olympic champion,
scored the only American victory in an
international track and field meet with a
11.6 clocking for the 110-meter hurdles.
GENERAL
PARIS I AP - In an effort to remove
all semblance of politics from the Olympic Games, Western European nations
sending teams to Moscow next month
decided not to attend the opening and
closing ceremonies and to shun all n.burial identification. The decision came
at a meeting of the national Olympic
committees_

DENTURES

Lawn Chair. 15 extra-wide Plastic webs
1" aluminum tubing frame Reg. 14 99
Matching Chaise LOUn90

674,4 a.

14.99

Ice chest 12-qt capacity. clamshell
styie lid Reg 11.99 59-370-2
Save 3,03
Hibachi. 17" x 10" cooking area,
,
,,x, IN CTN.
adjusts to 4 heights ea
Briquettes. Hardwood charcoal 10-lb
bag. Reg 1 79. 50-337-3

Use Otasco Credit!
\

8.99
8.96
6.48
1.18

Sale Price

.21
2.44

Diaws or Zebcc

Your Choice

Sale
Price

Fishing
Rods

9.97

Zeb:o
with line

Fiberglass fishing rods. Assorted lengths and actions
si-ies-riel
Reg, 1399. siroar mkos-4

-202

Reel. Famous spincast reel

Cane Pole Set. 2-pC. 10' pole with hook, float, sinker,
line and winder ak,so,

BAG

IIENIERSON
8-Track
Player
with AM/FM
Radio
B.

Save $10

44.95
31;i" speaker, use AC. batteries or car/boat adaptor
(not inc))(Batteries not Inc' 1 Reg 54.95 • 66327-5

Individually Fitted By Licensed Dentists
Offices In Memphis And Jackson, Tennessee

SAME DAY SERVICE
STANDARD
PERSONALIZED

$79 L.
'99 E.

MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP, P.C.
MEMPHIS: 901-346-2514
JACKSON: 901-668-7460
For Your Convenience Appointments Preferred
-id Umsted, D.D.S. And Staff
( CALL JACKSON, TN. TOLL FREE NO CHARGE
OUTSIDE TENNESSEE
IN TENNESSEE
1-800-238-3973
1-800-392-3876
.

GENERAL'

5,000 B.T.U.
Carry Cool

Save $5

11.84
Sale
Price

9"
Directional Fan
9" fan or' an adiustable stand. Reg 16 84.

$198

Lightweight, easy to install, built-in handle
115-volt house current 8 0 EE R

526102 1

ntaater,
18,200 B.T.U.
Air Conditioner

Save $5

17.84

Save
$41.95

20'
2-Speed Fan

OPEN FR
CONYE
FREI
1311

$458

0
FeetUrIng 26166,197,

Nit duel all 0,N

Standard mounting Reg 499 95 ek kr.

Has rotary sketch carry handle molded blades
Reg 22 OA 52-6. 3

DEALERS
prices Good Through Saturday AT ALL OTASCO STORES & PARTICIPATING
Friendly Folks
Friendly Service

ELECTRIC

BEL AIR SHOPPING CTR.
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.
66-67-76,-ewe.

Wileweewim

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Kegel exercises may help
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
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DEAR DR LAMB - I'm
having trouble controlling my
bladder When I cough,
sneeze, walk or laugh I leak
urine
I'm 48 years old and have
had two children I can go to
the bathroom and void and
then when I get up and cough,
there's still another leakage of
urine Would you please tell
me what I could do about
this'
DEAR READER - This is
not a rare condition at all Its
usually related to a weakening or tear in the muscles at
the front of the vaginal wall.
This muscular wall separates
the bladder and urethral tube
from the rest of the vaginal
vault The urethral tube itself
may be herniated (ruptured)
into the vaginal vault causing
it to kink and preventing normal emptying of the bladder,
or the bladder itself may partially rupture into the vaginal
vault. The latter is called a
cystocele
When the urethra alone is
involved and the condition is
mild, some women can
improve the condition by
ilegel exercises. These consist
of practicing interrupting
your stream while voiding. In
more severe cases this is not
adequate and the only successful measure is surgical

correction You have to
regard this as a hernia, which
is a structural detect, and the
only way to correct it is to
repair the structures I'm
sending you The Health Letter
number 14-12, Hysterectomy.
Cystocele and Rectocele,
which will give you more
information about these problems that are so common in
women Other readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019
DEAR DR. LAMB - I have
a varicocele and about six
months ago it started to
bother me, My doctor advised
either surgery or I would have
to wear a suspensory for my
testicles, I'm an active man
and I wear it during the day
but not at night unless I have
pain The suspensory has given me considerable relief and
I'm about pain free
I have a golf-playing buddy
who uses the same club locker
room and knows I wear this
suspensory. He told me about
a person who wore one and
became infertile and then
developed cancer of the testicles because of it. My wife

A GIANT AREA WIDE PRAISE GATHERING
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Student Union
at the end of
rucks loaded
June 24.
lable
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The BLACKWOOD BROS.

ting

and 1 have completed Our
fanuly and we don't worry
about the fertility part but I
don't want to develop cancer
of the testicles Frankly, I
don't see much difference in
is regard between a suspenry and the bikini type shorts
me men wear To set my
nd at ease, can you tell if
there's any truth in what my
friend said'
DEAR READER
You
can just write that off as so
much locker room talk. Your
suspensory will not cause you
to develop cancer of the testicles It is true that suspensories and brief shorts that support the testicles can decrease
a man's fertility. They can
interfere with nature's temperature regulating system
for the testicles. To be
optimally fertile, they must
be kept at a lower temperature than the body itself. If
they're too warm, the muscles
which suspend them relax and
they are allowed to move
away from the body, If the
temperature falls, the muscles contract and they are
pulled up and warmed.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Mem ledge & Tian by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 7531916 between 5:30 p.a.
led 6 pin.. Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays.
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or.
4 8m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The Murray ledger & liar.
ore 8 a.m. lo 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday and 8 cat Is noon.,
Saturdays.

IN CONCERT

,5 2829

THURSDAY, JULY 3RD 7:00 P.M.
LOVETT AUDITORIUM
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ADMISSION-FREE

Spiller Takes Part In Exercise

Your Individual
Horoscope

Corps Air-Ground Combat
Center. Twentynme Palms,
the exercise tested the combat
effectiveness and readiness of
the involved units They conducted war ), games under
sunulated battlefield conditions, and the battalion WAS

Marine CO Witham It
Spiller • son of Mr and Mrs

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,JELY I, 190
What kind of day will distance, but it's not the right
tomorrow be' To find out what day for house guests. In some
the wilitrs say, read the way the domestic routine is
furecait given for your birth interrupted.
Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov 22 to Dec 21,
ARIES
Initiate career moves, but
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19(
don't sign papers. There may
Harmonious trends prevail be difficulty working out
before noon Later, the erratic details. You're most effective
behavior of friends could in morning.
upset your plans. Postpone CAPRICORN
p.m. socializing.
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19 WWI
TAURUS
Talks on money matters are
Apr. 20 to May 20
favored, but enter
no
Get an early start and you'll agreements without checking
make career headway. The costs.
Watch
p.m.
evening doesn't favor signing extravagance
papers or mixing business AQUARIUS
with pleasure.
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
GEMINI
Your personality wins
( May 21 to June 20)
others over. After noon, you
The day begins on a happy may
have
difficulty
note favoring distant affairs. concentrating or completing
Before you rush headlong into tasks. Downplay ego.
a trip, check costs and the PISCES
plans of relatives.
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
CANCER
Get needed privacy early.
( June 21 to July
Later ;children, dates or
Powers of self-expression partnert won't let you have a
are high. Investigate home moment to yourself. Be open
improvements, but wait with others.
before finalizing agreements.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
but
quite
I July 23 to Aug. 221444tk independent
Do
not
let
A financial tip likely. sensitive.
temperament
or
self.
Accord with friends and loved
insistence interfere with your
ones is accented. Later, a
progress. You are not cut out
loved one may be upset or not
for working partnerships, but
feel well.
do best when you do your own
VIRGO
thing. Capitalize on your
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
originality,and
you'll
Count on morning for
certainly reach the top.
valuable work progress. Later
distractions are liable to
interfere
with
PHOSPHATE
accomplishment. Watch
A phosphate deposit has
health.
been found near Bamuta,
LIBRA
Liberia, that contains at least
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Behind-the-scenes
career 1.6 million tons of high-grade
moves favored over mixing phosphate rock. The rock
business with pleasure. The could be processed for feraccent is on good times, but tilizer and possibly to make
detergents, medicines, and
watch spending.
other products, according to a
SCORPIO
' U. S. Geological Survey
F Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 ) rketr
Talks with friends at a report.

)40
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J W McKnight of Route 3, Box
246, Murray, recently participated in Desert Firing Exempt? 2-80 in the California
desert
He is a member of the 2zid
Battalion, llth Marines based
at Camp Pendleton, Calif
Conducted at the Marine

Get a heacistart
in your new town.

ICE CREAM SOCIAL
Looking for perfect party
theme this Fourth of July'
Try an old-fashioned ice
cream social You can ask
guests to take turns cranking
the ice cream freezer and then
serve homemade ice cream
along with a variety of other
flavors smorgasbord style Be
sure to have all the accompaniments - sauces, nuts,
fruits and whipped cream

Don't waste tone wondering about a last way to get
your bearings CalLme- your WELCOME WAGON Hostess
When you're just mooed, you're pressed for Dine
And the gifts, community and butawss informatun, I bring
will tart your family time and money
Let me hear no you icon.

lteithiajgk.
Inge king 412-113411

Mary IlawItaa 7534570

C'mon in for
Breakfeast!
All You Can Eat:

hp

Ethan Allen Summer Sale

evaluated in its ability to
deliver accurate fire on
targets, both at night and during the day
A 1977 graduate of Calloway
County High School, Spaller
joined the Marine Corps in
April 1977

Tbid , Buck,

SCRAMBLED EGGS
PANCAKES
BACON • SAUSAGE
HASH BROWNS
BISCUITS-GRAVY
COFFEE

All You Pay:

NiinxetUs
ne
0u0
I
B
t Every morning.
Buffet
6 to 10.

We don t just give you breakfast
We give you a break

STOCKADE
Bel Air Center

ndep nd nce Day

Seep Sofa Sale!
ready for immediate delivery!

save 120°° to 17500
There's something almost magical about the way these
super-comfortable handsomely upholstered Ethan Allen
sofas easily transform into full size beds. Choose from
three of our best selling styles available now in a special
selection of durable long.wearing Herculon" fabrics and
Scotchgard" protected prints. The luxurious Ethan Allen
innerspring mattress easily adjusts to a convenient sit • up
position for reading or watching TV. Turn your hying room
or den into a spare bedroom now! Come in soon'

A.Tuxedo Sleep Sofa. Rust, tweed.
Length 72".
reg. 824.50 sale

68450

B. Roll Arm Wing Sleep Sofa. Gold and blue print.
Length 70".
reg. 779.50 sale

166

Quaker State Heavy Duty
Motor Oil.
20 and 30 weight

Protects and shines your car s
finish 12-oz bottle .3' 20
Turtle Extra Paste Wax,13-oz.
• 2,2-1
3.99
Turtle Extra Liquid Was,
16-0z. 1- oz'
3.99

011; Fits most cars
Improves gas mileage

197

3-'032 110

Anne All.

Renews. protects and
beautifies vinyl rubber
wood. etc 8 oz size
31 2,5

Oil Filter.
B Screw or type for
most Ford Chevy or
Chrysler cars .) • • •

127

••

649.50

MOMROF

999
IC

Air Filter.

227

Turtle Wax.

533

PAIR

Original Equipment
Shocks.

Tangle proof
clamps 16-ft ,

Gives new car ride, comfort
and stability 2404, 636-9

99c

LIMITS

Splash Guards.

Heavy Duty Booster
Cables.
Ins,Jlated

ggc

Made of stainless steel Helps
Protect cars finish 318-n
Deluxe Splash Guards.
, 378
1.99 Pair

Auto Refrigerant. .
Keeps your air conditioner
running cool 8 comfortable
r•
'4 •"7

TIGER MIN
UNIROYAL

RADIAL
Clearance Said Limited Quantities!
•Steel Glass Belts• 78 Series Design
• Poly Cord Plies • Tubeless Whitewall

handle

C.Lawson Sleep Sofa. Rust, beige, or gold tweeds.
Length 71".
reg. 619.50 sale 499.50
I

OPEN FRIDAY 'fit 8PM
CONVENIENT TERMS
FREE DELIVERY
BUY NOW!!!

Y AVAILABLE

ED HOME Fl

CARRIA
ETHAN„AllEN FURNITURE
114 North Third St- Paducah, Ky

Phone 442-2769 or 443-6257

-.5
•

.R.,7ctIreusFET
3588
SIZE

REG
PRICE
BR78-13 52 95
ER78-14 6395
FR78-14 695
GR78-14 70 95
HR78-14 75 95
USE
GR78-15 739
OTASCO
HR78-15 77 95
CREDIT,
LR78-15 8395
All doc(-,ol,,S FRI
4 PTICMATING DEALERS
OTASCO ST.:SASS A'.

PRICES GOGO THROUGH SATUROAv AT ALL
Friendly FolksBEL AIR
Friendly Servoce

SHOPPING CTR.

of Cal
SALE
PRICE SAYINGS
35 88
17 07
44 88
19 07
46 88
22 07
50 88
2007
54 88
21 07
51 88
2207
55 88
2207
61 88
2207
'tt at car

F.E.T.
196
238 _
250
265
286
290
1
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Among Convention Delegates

Mondale Has Substantial Support
p--

By EVANS WITT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON • AP Vice President Walter Mondale would have substantial
support among Democratic
National Convention delegates
if the party were to turn away
from President Carter as the
party's nominee, an
Associated Press survey of
delegates found
And that's bad news for Sen
Edward M Kennedy, whose
only hope for the nomination
rests on Carter's being so unpopular by the August convention that the delegates will
look for another candidate.
As of now. Carter remains
the overwhelming choice of
the Democratic delegates.
The survey found Kennedy
has failed to encourage signifi-

cant defections from the
Carter camp among the 3,383
delegates who will meet in
New York City in August
Even on the preltnunary
battle that is the key to the
Kennedy challenge - an effort to free all delegates to
vote for whomever they please
- most of Carter's delegates
remain unswayed by the opposition camp's arguments.
The Kennedy campaign goal
is to change a lot of delegates'
minds over the next six weeks
Kennedy aides say the country's continuing economic
woes and further slippage in
the polls by Carter will help
the Massachusetts senator's
cause
The survey, based on interviews with 2,077 of the 3,383
delegates, of course,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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symbol
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represents the opinions of
delegates over the past few
weeks.
Kennedy would be the
leading choice of delegates if
Carter was no longer a candidate, the survey found But
Mondale would be a strong second, with a large block of
delegates undecided.
Kennedy would be the
choice of 779 delegates under
those circumstances. Mondale
would be second, named by
464 delegates.
But 756 delegates were not
sure how they would vote or
would not say. Carter would
still get the votes of 69.
A key finding of the survey
was that Kennedy did not get
the support of many Carter
delegates. He picked up only
8.5 percent- 114- of the 1,335
Carter delegates interviewed,
while Mondale was the choice
of 452 of the Carter delegates.
According to the AP count of
all the delegates, the president
has the support of delegates

casting 1,981.6 votes, while
Kennedy trails with 1,235.4 A
total of 114 voles are uncornnutted. A total of 1,666 votes
are needed to win the nomination Most delegates cast one
full vote, but some cast a fractional vote.
Thus, the Kennedy campaign must strip several hundred delegates away from
Carter to win the nomination.
The AP survey found Kennedy
has not had much success yet.
The first showdown at the
convention may come on the
Kennedy camp's effort to
change the party; rule that
binds a delegate to vote for the
presidential candidate he or
she was elected to represent.
Of the 1,335 Carter delegates
intervewed, only 48 - 3.6 percent - said they would vote
with the Kennedy camp on the
rules issue. Eighty-nine percent-1,194-said they would
vote to retain the rule as it is
now, and 93 were not sure or
did not answer.

One Word Describes
Cochran's Reaction
As New Miss Kentucky
LOUISVILLE, Ky. API Daphne Jean Cochran needed
only one word to describe her
coronation as Miss Kentucky.
"Faaaaantastic!"
The 21-year-old Miss Fairdale was crowned Saturday
night as the 33rd winner of the
Miss Kentucky Pageant and
will represent the state in the
Miss America contest in
September.
The finals drew a turnout of
800 for the competition at
Louisville's ;McCauley
Theatre.
Miss Cochran's prizes include use of a new car for a
year; a $1,000 scholarship:
$2,500 for clothes plus china,
jewelry and cosmetics.
She could hardly been more
thrilled than her parent,
Dr.and Mrs.Philip Cochran.
"I'm the happiest father in
the world. She's such a beautiful child," said Cochran, a
veterinarian.
A 5-foot-8 brunette with
green eyes, Miss Cochran had
been the third runner-up in
last year's Miss Kentucky
Pageant. She also was Miss

Georgetown College two years
ago and Miss Louisville and a
Kentucky Derby Festival
princess last year.
She is a junior at the University of Louisville majoring in
elementary education.
The first runner-up was
Lynne Carol Graham, 21, of
Jamestown who represented
the Mammoth Cave area. She
was Miss Green River Valley
two years ago and second runner-up last year in the Miss
Lexington contest.
Chris Susanne Janes, 24, a
pop singer and University of
Louisville graduate student in
music was second runner-up.
The third runner-up was
Elizabeth Anne Bailey, 20,
representing Western Kentucky University, and fourth
runner-up was Sheri Colleen
Copeland, 18, a Murray State
University sophomore from
Benton.

NO ONE NEED EVER
BE ASHAMED OF
FINGERNAILS MADE DIRTY
BY A HARD DAY'S LJORK

Save cardboard rolls from
toilet tissue and use them to
store cords from electrical appliances.

HOW ABOUT
GRAPE JELLY ?
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A find i settlement of accounts
Bible Facts Free Store for the
has been filed in the Calloway
needy 759-4600
District Court by Nat Ryan
Hughes, Executor of the estate
Make
of Ennis McDaniel Deceased
Closal For
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Galloway
District Court on or before July
Joao 30 Hire
91980, the date of hearing
holy 7
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Starks
Clerk
Hardware
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Walter D Far
ris, Administrator, of the estate
For the finest in style
of Claude L Page, Deceased
ond quality its color
Exceptions to this settlement
portraits from
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before July
CARTER STUDIO
hearing
of
date
the
9. 1980,
304 Moo,
7Si 1295
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Hafford Clean
Cunningham, Executor. of the
estate of Claud Lesther Cunningham, Deceased Exceptions
to this settlement must be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before July 9,
1980. the date of hearing.
P
Frances W. Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk.
Glass Work. Auto glass installed; windshields, back
A final settlement of accounts
glasses.
side
glasses,
has been filed in the Calloway
Aluminum and plate glass store
District Court by Dorothy Harfronts installed; aluminum
ris, Executrix, of the estate of
store front doors - closer. Patio
Myrtle Trevathan, Deceased
door repair and replacement
Exceptions to this settlement
work Storm doors, windows.
must be filed in the Calloway
and screens repaired or replacDistrict Court on Of before Jully
ed. Mirrors, window glass, and
9, 1980, the date of hearing.
plate glass table tops. Clear or
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
tinted glass. Picture framing.
Clerk.
Small home improvement and
A final settlement of accounts
fix-it jobs. M & G Complete
has been filed in the Calloway
Glass, Co., 816 Coldwater Rd
District Court by Samuel H.
753-0180.
Saegesser, Administrator, of
the estate of Homer R
Saegesset. Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before July 9.
1980. the date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
News, Society and
District Court by Ruth Thorn,
753-1918
Sports
Administratrix, of the estate of
Retail Display adEdward H. Duncan, Deceased.
vertising 753-1979
Exceptions to this settlement
Classified Display,
must be filed in the Calloway
Classified, CirCulatiDistrict Court on or before July
on and the Business
9. 1980. the date of hearing.
be
may
Office
Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
reached on 7531916and 753-1917
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary
appointments have been made
What we do best is care.
in the Calloway District Court.
Needline, 753-6333
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
6. Help Wanted '
fiduciary. within six months of
Above average ability_ Trainees
date of qualification.
17-25 years old. Department of
Main
Buron Jeffrey, 1607 West
the Navy will hire all qualified.
Deceas42071,
St. Murray, KY
Starting pay $448-$519 per
ed, Modest C. Jeffrey, 1607
month. Electronics, aviation
KY
Murray.
West Main St.,
fields, and mechanical fields.
42071, Executrix.
We provide training, room, and
Garrett William Andrews,
board. Call Navy (502) 753Hospital,
Co.
Calloway
Murray6439 or call toll free 1-800Deceased.
42071,
KY
Murray.
841-8000.
William E. Pinkston. P.O. Box
Draftsman, experienced person
577. Murray, KY 42071, Adprefered, will consider training
ministrator.
person that has had some colRuby C. Wrather, 1403 Poplar
lege training or vocational
St., Murray. KY 42071. Deceastechnical school. Good fringe
ed, Donnie Wrather Foust,
benefits, permenant position
1403 Poplar St., Murray, KY
with good growth potential. Ap42071, Executrix.
ply in person or send resume
Frances W. Shea. Circuit Court
to: Campbell Rhea Mfg Inc,
Clerk.
P.O. Box 550, Paris Tn, 38242.
2. Notice
HELP WANTED, MALE OR
FEMALE. Wanted: Sales person
Lincoln Income Life is a growth
STOP
looking for someone
company
For all your repair
who is capable of matching
carneeds, roofing,
this growth. Promotions
pentry, plumbing and
available, but optional, liberal
electrical work.
starting compensation with no
Look No More
limit on future earnings. Good
Call Joe, 753-9226 affringe benefits like free life'lnter 4 :00 P.M. We'll do
surance; free health insurance;
your job, large or small.
free retirement program; good
All work done to YOUR
disability program, paid vacation; and sick leave Must have
SATISFACTION
a minimum high school education and be of legal age. Contact Jo Hill, 2633 Thompson
Display and sale your art and
Ave.. Paducah, KY 42001.
crafts at a local business For
Phone 444-6967.
information call 753-4821

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

Notice... Members of
Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers
Association

a

IA/ eTA/15 TREE:

BE
EXTRAVAGANT

!=1Ill:i I I:11

17'5 ALL-700
Mi..0-1! YOU
DIPN'T FORGET
ANYTHING!

HOW
ABOUT
ME

The annual meeting of members will be held at the
Murray State University Livestock Show and Exposition
Center on College Farm Rood in Murray, Kentucky,
Wednesday, July 9, 1980, at 10:30 a.m, for the purpose of hearing the President's report ond a general
discussion of the cooperative's affairs.
The members will be asked to vote on the consolidation of District No. 5 (Marshall County, Ky
with District No. 6 (McCracken County, Ky.), and the
consolidation of District No. 8 (Fulton and Hickman
Counties, Ky.) and a portion of District No. 2 (Graves
County, Ky., Southwest of Highway 80 and Northwest
of Highway 45) with District No. 7 (Bollord and
Carlisle Counties, Ky.) as provided in the By-Laws.
Minnie B. Craig
Secretory

FOR RESULTS
16. Home Furnishings

6. Help Wanted
SEEKING
CHAMBER
DIRECTOR
Successful candidate
should possess, am
ployment by a Chomber or similar ex penence, experience in
per
management
and industrial
relations, strong ability
in oral ond written
skills, experience in Industrial Recruarnent
necessary, Groduote of
comuniversity/or
parable experience
Send resume to P. 0
Box 190, Murray, Ky
42071
Parttime piece work Webster
America's foremost dictionary
company needs home workers
to update local mailing lists.
All ages, experience unnecessary Send name, address, phone number to
Webster, 175 5th Ave Suite
1101-454Q, New York, NY
10010
People interested in building
their own wholesale distribuExcellent
tion business
benefits. Call 759-1021 for appointment.

9. Situation Wanted
Would like to do babysitting for
2-3 kids in my home 7537644

Will plant Hardlands
beans. Coll 7539861 or 759-4018.

Cookware Stainless steel with
copper bottom Covered sauce
pans, PI quart. $4 99, 2 qt.,
$5 99. 3 qt, 8699, 5 qt.
Dutch oven $1299. 10"
topless skillen, $399 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Good full and half size box springs and mattress Cheap! Otto
Chester, Lynn Grove or call
435-4128
G E washer and dryer, harvest
gold, in very good condition
Call 753-0487 or 753-4686
after 5 pm
No guess work pressure canner,
heavy polished aluminum with
numbered guage Holds 7 quart
jars, $49 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
One 18,000 BTU window air
conditioner A Tappan 30- gas
stove Both in excellent condition Call 753-7947
Persian Carpet 4 x 8, ESFAHAN
design Call 753-3949 or 7532727
Solid hardrock maple hutch
and buffet, table and 4 chairs.
Call Shirley 753-8146 or 7533043
Two refngrators for sale. One
General Electric, Call 7594758
Water heaters, round, electric,
glass lined. 5 year guarantee.
17 gallon, $84.99: 30 gallon,
$94.99; 40 gallon, $104.99; 50
gallon, $120.99; table top
models, 30 gallon, $140 99, 40
gallon $163 99, 50 gallon,
$177.99. Wallin Hardware,
Pans.
Washerless faucets for lavatory,
$13.99. for kitchen sink,
$16.99; for bathtub. $19.99;
with shower, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

Young man would like to do
farm work or truck driving.
Have gas station experience.
Not afraid of hard work Willing
to learn something new Call
759-1270

10. Bus. Opportunity
Start Now Amway Distributor
offers opportunity for good earnings. You pick the hours. We
train. For interview call collect
618-524-2007 after 4 pm

14. Want To Buy
Small trailer for a tractor type
lawn mower. Call 753-9240.

15. Articles For Sale
Aluminum step ladders; 4',
$22.99; 5', $25.99; 6', $27.99.
Wallin Hardware. Pans.
Aluminum extension ladder,
14', 831.99; 16'. $38.99; 20',
854.99; 24', $69.99; 28',
$94.99; 32'. $130.99. Wallin
Hardware.
16' seat, big horn saddle.
$250; office desk with chair,
$175. Call 492-8957.
For sale. 6x6x2 Showcase. $50:
12x15 green and gold rug, $25.
Call 753-7320.
Victoria 200 tomato juicer_ No
peeling, no cooking, no pre
cooking Does a bushel in 30
minutes. $22.99. Wallin Hardware, Pans.

16. Home Furnishings
Almost new matching black
and white plaid sofa, 2 chairs,
and ottoman, $400. Call 7533383.
Club aluminum sets, 7 pieces,
$27 99; 8 pieces, $39.99: 10
pieces, $49.99; 11 pieces,
$59.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Commodes. White, $39.99, colors. $54.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
For sale. antique wood and iron
beds, rocker, sideboard,
cuboard, sewing machine 753.
2917

19. Farm Equipment. .
45 John Deere combine, 10
foot Ford disc. Call 753-7840.
Sickle mower for a Cub Farmall. 437-4846_
Snapper mower blades. 26",
28". or 30". $5.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

20. Sports Equipment •
Johnson Air-buoy, divers surface air supply. Call 753-4065.

24. Miscellaneous
Chimneys, all full triple wall
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30",
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Walllin
Hardware, Pans.
Frost proof hydrants, 24" bury
depth, 826.99. Wallin Hardware, Pans.
IBM Executive typewriter.
$250. Call 753-0433.
Mobile home coal sealed. Free
estimates. Call 753-0935 from
6 pm til 9 pm.
Sign flashing arrow, 403,
lighted. New special, $489.00.
Delivered. Call 1-247-5014.
Slabs for sale, by bundle or
truck load, 2 days only, 2nd
and 3rd of July, Old Saw Mill
place, Paris, TN, 901-6429206.

27. Mot
Two trade
1005. on
condition
9104 or 75
Furnished
to Hamlin
single Cou
single $75
Mobile hr
bedroom, f
per month
Call 753-8S
Mobile hor
lake front
pletely turn
ed, large pi
of Murray
$360 per y
6747 Even
Trailers for
See Bran(
Trailer Cour

29. Heal
;Late model
air-conditio
Call 753-31
We are clos
air-conditio
most units.
9104 or 75

3Wisi

For rentalso refrig
753-5618
ray on 641

&Vs

Extra nice
duplex in
month. No
For rent
bedroom fi
carpeted
block from
2967 after
For rent (
ment 753-

Furnished
ment all
electric. Sl
753-8119
Two bedra
ment, al
refrigerator
dryer hook
air. Call 75

Fl
Nice f
ments
college
and fall
swimr
privileg
5865 di
after t
Sunday

26. N-Radio
Good used Zenith stereo;
Whirlpool gas dryer; Frigidare
air-conditioner, 14,500 BTU.
Call 759-1127

27. Mobile Home Sales
Cheap, used double wide
trailer. Call 753-7342.
1978, 1470, Energy saver. 3
bedroom. 2 bath, all electric,
central heat and air Underpinning, unfurnished. Call 4354171 or 435-4122
For sale 14x70 Windsor with 2
lots. Call 436-2193.
12x50 Two bedroom mobile
home, all electric, $2700. 7530246.

Nice lir
dining I
Fully CI
window
itortigi
Coll 49

t*) Ic
MOTORS
We Carry From
3 H.P. To 7 H.P.
(In Stock)

Nt,s?e,
Wholesale
Electric
Supply Co.
206 E. Alain

7534194

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

er
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27. Mobile Home Sales 32. Apts. For Rent

ess steel with
Covered sauce
$4 99 2 qt
$699, 5 qt
$1299, 10'
$3 99 Wallin

Two trailers for sale One
10x55. one 12x60 Excellent
condition Brandon Dill. 753910401 753-1551

28. Mob. Home Rents

Of size box spr.
us Cheap, Otto
Grove or call

Furnished mobile home, close
to Hamlin Christian couple or
single Couple $60 per month
single $75 Call 435-4193
Mobile homes for rent 2
bedroom, fully furnished, $130
per month Excellent location
Call 753-8964
Mobile horrie, 12 x 60 on Ky
lake front lot, like new completely furnished, air conditioned, large porch 17 miles south
of Murray $5000 Lot rent
$360 per year Call 1-812-4796747 Evensville Ind
Trailers for rent, couples only
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court

I drier. harvest
00d condition
or 753-4686

ressure canner
aluminum with
t Holds 7 quart
allin Hardware

1 window air'appan 30 gas
ixcellent condi
347
(x 8, ESFAHAN
3-3949 or 753

for sale One
lc. Call 759-

round, electric,
year guarantee.
•.99; 30 gallon,
on, $104.99, 50
39; table top
on, $140.99. 40
19; 50 gallon,
Ilin Hardware.

:ets for lavatory,
kitchen sink,
athtub, $19.99;
$29.99. Wallin
s.

quipment

e combine, 10
Call 753-7840
for a Cub Far.).
er blades. 26"
$5.99 Wallin

Equipment

uoy, divers sur. Call 753-4065
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full triple wall
$20.99; 8"x30".
$41.99. Wallfin
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drants, 24" bun/
9 Wallin Hard-

rye typewriter.
I-0433
cool sealed Free
I 753-0935 from
g arrow, 4x8,
special, $489.00
1-247-5014.
by bundle or
days only, 2nd
ly, Old Saw Mill
TN, 901-642-

FOR RENT

;

34. Houses For Rent

Three party yard sale, Wednesday, July 2nd, 8:30-3:30, second house on the PennyAirport Road. Antique dishes,
canopy bed and ensemble, 2
Poloroid cameras, antique dish
cabinet, odd china, trolling
motor, men's, ladle's, and
children's clothes. jewelry. and
many other items.

•••

•.

Home Sales

0 Windsor with 2
2193.
bedroom mobile
tric, $2700. 753-

Room for rent girls, one block
from University Call 759-4909
or 753-1812

41. Public Sale

Nice furnished apartments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
college girls. Summer
and fall semester, with
swimming
pool
privilege
Call 7535865 days or 753-5108
after 6 p.m. and on
Sunday.

110
Zenith stereo:
dryer; Frigidare
14,500 BTU

double wide
3-7342
Energy saver 3
fath, all electric.
nd air Underpinshed Call 435122

33. Rooms for Rent

Four bedroom, l'tX bath, living
room, family room, fireplace
and woodburning stove. in
$250
Panorama Shores
deposit required Call Mayfield,
247-1555.
29. Heating-Cooling
House in Lynn Grove. 2
Sears
BTU
28,000
model
Late
car garage,
air-conditioner for sale. $225. bedrooms double
washer, dryer, hookups stove,
Call 753-3143 after 3 pm,
refrigerator, dishwasherscarpet
We are closing out all our used drapes and air conditioner furair-conditioners. $25 off on nished. $150 per month.
most units. Dill's Electric, 753- references and deposit re910401 753-1551
quired. Call 435-4445 after 5
pm.
30. Business Rental
Two bedroom all electric, furnished home on N 13th street
Mini
no pets $200 per month, $200
deposit Call 753-9829 after 4
Warehouse
pm
Storage Space
Two bedroom house, 641 NorFor Rent
th. Carpeted. electric heat, no
pets. Available now. Married
753-4758
couples. Call 753-3942.
Three bedroom, unfurnished,
For rent- Body shop or garage. air-conditioned, fireplace, very
Call
sale
for
also refrigerator
clean. Lakeway Shores. $225
753-5618 41ti miles from Mur- per month. $100 deposit. 753ray on 641 North.
9259.
32. Apts. For Rent
Two houses, one brick with apApproxExtra nice, new 2 bedroom pliances. one frame.
of Murray.
duplex in Northwood. $250 per imately 8 miles SE
References and deposits. Marmonth. No pets. 753-0814.
ried couples only. Call 492For rent Extra nice one 8594.
bedroom furnished apartment.
carpeted or uncarpeted, one 38. Pets-Supplies
block from University. Call 753- AKC German Shepherd pupAmerican
2967 after 5 pm.
pies. registered
guard
For rent One bedroom apart- Eskimo puppies. Also
dogs. 502-554-2153.
ment 753-9240.
Furnished 2 bedroom apart- Basic and Advanced dog obeand
ment, all utilities paid except dience classes. All breeds
instructor.
electric. $125 per month. Call ages. Professional
436-2858.
753-8119.
Two bedroom townhouse apart- For sale: Female Doberman,
ment, all carpet, range, house and pen. Call 753-9926.
refrigerator. disposal. washer- Wanted: Female German
dryer hookup, central heat and Shepherd to be bred to male
air. Call 753-7550.
Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
474-2346.

maple hutch
le and 4 chairs `
3-8146 or 753-

laneous

Unfurnished 2 bedroom duplex
apartment fully equipped kitchen, dishwasher, fireplace
many extras $265 per month
Call 753-1779
Unfurnished apartment, near
downtown. 2 bedrooms. Call
753-6756 after 5 pm
Very attractive upstairs apartment. available July 16th Only
responsible, single adult need
inquire References necessary
Call 753-9829

s••
eimisiwakrmineme-

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Nice home in Hazel 2 bedroom, large living room,
dining room, kitchen, bath I. screened in back porch.
Fully carpeted, electric heat, aluminum siding, storm
windows IL doors, extra lot for garden, nice outside
storage building. On east state line. Only $25,000.
Call 492-8630 or 753-2955.

We
Carry
All
Types

Fins
•Tutbo
*Window
,•1
•Power
,
Vent
e
Fan
•Static Vent
Fan

).
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f AVAIL ABLE

Wholesale
Electric
Supply Co.
ads 7534144

I

53. Services Offered

4911sed Cars

46. Homes For Sale

41. Public Sale

53. Services Offered

1976 AY Rabbit, good condi Backhoe work and gravel .1O Kennedy-Littleton lawn Set
Ilf OWNER
ing Call 436-2193 or 06- vice Yard work and hedge
Three bedroom, 2 bath brick tion $1500 489-2276
2262
work Free estimates 753-1259
home with living room dining 50. Used Trucks
Bob Refrigeration Service Air- or 753-4623
room combination built-in kit
1972 Chevrolet pickup good
then with dishwasher and gar condition Call 753-3662 after conditioning, refrigeration and Licinsed Electrician and gas intransport refrigeration Bob stallation heating installation
bage disposal den with
4 pm
Lockhart. Hazel, KY 498-8370
and repairs Call 753-7203
fireplace Carpeted throughout
6
shift
van,
straight
Two car garage with concrete 1975 Ford
cleaning,
free Mitchell
Carpet
Blacktopping
mileage
good
double driveway Central heat cylinder
estimates satisfied references driveways and small jobs a
and air Partially floored attic customized inside and out. Yibra-Vac steam or dry clean- speciality also patching and
JOHN SMITH
good for storage Lots of closet plus extras Like new $2500 ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, seal coating 753-1537
Well landscaped See at bicker s Station on S 753-5827
space
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
Located in nice neighborhood 12th Street or phone 753
Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs • Will roofs sealed and underpinnin
near Murray High School Low 9288
odd lobs including trimm- Aluminum or fiberglass Also
60's For more information 1970 Ford Bronco 302. 3- do
:all 753-8393 No realtors speed spoke wheels Sharp' ing and cutting down trees, patio awnings and carports
carpentry, construction and single or double Jack Glover
please
$1600 or best offer Must sell yard work. Free estimates low
753-1873 after 6 pm
753-7411
our budget problem is E For sale by owner Sealed bids 759-1943
'Unlike
Congress,
prices Inquire at 209 Walnut
AROUND THE CLOCK
imple one - who gets paid and whc. requested for the house and lot 1970 Jeep truck with topper Street. Murray, anytime
Alexander Septic Tank
eal etc
of Mrs. Grace Jones located at $1800 Call 753-5889.
oesn't"
Concrete and block work. Block
Cleaning
408 N 6th Street, AS IS Right
garages basements driveways
N.W.
Vocuum cleaned from
to reject bids reserved 753- 52. Boats and Motors
80 acres
43.
Real
Estate
Estate
free
patios,
Real
steps,
43.
walks.
5386 call after 5 pm.
1980 Alumnicraft 16 foot comyour driveway. InCalloway Co. w/four
estimates Charles Barnett
Cannibal Casserole! Price
dustrial or Residentiol.
BR house, C.E. heat &
Owner sale or rent: owner pill mercial Ion boat with Evinrude 753-5476.
chewed to the bone! You'll
air. Priced in 60's753-5933
finance to qualified people 35 and trailer complete Phone
know its a good buy when you
Complete waterwell service We
Two story brick, 4 bedrooms. 2 753-2756
bedroom
3
this
see
convenient
drill
or
makes
all
repair
crop
row
216 acres
Need work on your trees? Topp
baths, central heat. large eat-in 35 Ft Chris Craft Roamer
brick home Priced at $33.000.
ing. pruning, shaping, comland 14 mi. S. of Murkitchen, large living and dining sedan cruiser Generator, air, Residential and tnmercial
21
Call
Century
753-1492,
in
bmersible
specialize
We
productive
plete removal and more Call
area. large utility, lovely depth. shower 'pressure water
ray. Good
Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask
neighborhood near college and 314-748-5561 office. 314-471- lets and turbins. Call collect BOVEWS TREE SERVICE for
land. No buildings,
for
Glenda
McKenzie
(901)352-3671.
professional tree care. 753,
schools. 1000 Sharpe Street 8188 home
year-round water.
COUNTRY CHARM
8536
Phone 753-7326, ask for Mrs For sale Two sailboats One 12
21441•4 1211•911 7 53 3043
ALUMINUM
quiet
and
peace
Real
1499 19451•452. ill 8413
Bob Glass.
Perdue & Thurinon
Roofing, all types. free
ft Catamaran. Aquacat and
Ube 0143.444 733 74711
in this 2 bedroom brick
SERVICE CO.
Tony 24•44•41149 kernedwor
estimates. Call 759-4512 or
47. Motorcycles
one 11 ft strofoam hull Call
Inswance
home on lovely tree753 9324
Aluminum and Vinyl
759-1859. nights All work
Freei for limited time, pick-up after 3 pm. 753-5994
shaded lot. ApproxReal Estate
Siding, Custom Trim
guaranteed
13
_In
8
Parts
Motorcycle
repairs.
for
ft
17
1978
sale
For
inacres
7
imately
Square
Southside Court
Work.
References,
rAURRAY CALLOWAY
Stop! For all your repair needs.
Service. 759-1919 or 753- Hydrosport, 140 hp Mercury
cluding several farm
Murray, Kostveliy
753-0689 Day or
COUNTY REALTY
roofing. carpentry, plumbing
8292
trailer
motor
trolling
motor,
stock
2
and
buildings
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Gene Dodd Dies At
His Home Today
Getie Dodd of WO South
Ninth Street. Murray. died
early this morning at his
home. He was 56 years of age
His death was due to a self
inflicted gunshot wound in the
chest from a 12 gauge shotgun,
according to Jerry Gorrell,
deputy coroner of Calloway
County. He had been in ill
health for sometime and was a
veteran of World War II
Born Oct. 11, 1923, lf
Calloway County. he was the
son of Sanova Shackelford
Dodd, who survives, and Bert
E. Dodd who died Jan. 4, 1973.
Mr. Dodd is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Dorothy Morgan
Dodd, to whom he was married on Dec. 7, 1948; his
mother, Mrs. Sanova Dodd,
North 16th Street, Murray;
one daughter, Mrs. Terry
Debbie l Lovett, and two
grandchildren. Kris and Mitch
Lovett, Benton Route 4; one
son, Ernie Dodd, Poplar
Street, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Elizabeth Bea ) Warren,
Paducah; two brothers, Vernon Buck) Dodd, Royal Oak,
Mich., and Charles Dodd,
North 16th Street, Murray.
Blalock-Coleman
The
Funeral Home will be in.
charge of the funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Hattie Paschall of
Hazel died today at 6 a.m, at
the Puryear Nursing Home,
Puryear, Tenn She was 92
years of age and the wife of
Milburn Paschall who died
Sept 27,1965
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Holmes Lois
Coats. Midway daughter-inLura )
la w , Mrs. G. P
Paschall, Hazel; one brother,
Osby Page. Hopkinsville;
three grandchildren - Mrs.
Martha Barnett, Charles
Jimmy
Paschall, and
Smotherman, all of Hazel;
eight great grandchildren;
seven great great grandchildren
Mrs. Paschall was also
preceded in death by one son,
G P. Paschall. and two grandchildren
In charge of the funeral and
burial arrangements will be
the Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel where friends may call
after 10 a.m. on Tuesday

Mrs. Hudspeth Dies
Friday With Rites
Conducted Sunday
The funeral for Mrs.
Priscilla Hudspeth of Kirksey
Route 1 was held Sunday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Webb Hall and Connie Wyatt
officiating.
as
Grandsons served
pallbearers and burial was in
the Mt. Olive Cemetery.
Mrs. Hudspeth, 91, died Friday at 9 p.m. at the Long Term
Care Unit of the Marshall
County Hospital, Benton. She
was a member of the Mt. Olive
Church of Christ.
She is survived by three
daughters - Mrs. Otho Goff,
Mayfield Route 9, Mrs.
Youngblood,
Freeland
Kirksey Route 1, and Mrs.
Harold Cox. Mayfield: four
sons - Murphy Hudspeth,
Mayfield Route 5. Wilburn
Hudslieth, Mayfield, Loyd
Hudspeth, Mayfield Route 9,
and Haley Hudspeth, Kirksey
Route 1: 15 grandchildren; 17
great grandchildren.

Seven Murray State University students, including two incoming freshmen, have been
awarded scholarships totaling
$9,000 from the Clarence D.
Walker Memorial fund for
bass singers.
The scholarships, ranging
from $800 to $2,100, are for the
1980-81 school year.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth,
chairman of the Department
of Music at the university,
Listed the recipients and the
amount awarded each as:
Nathan Middleton, a
sophomore and son of William
T. Middleton, 2409 Bridge

SOMERSET, Ky.(API -A
petition calling for a vote on
the sale of alcoholic beverages
in legally-dr) Pulaski County
is expected to be certified today.
Pulaski County JudgeExecutive Jacob V. Garner
said last Friday he would probably schedule the election for
Aug. 19.
Since the petition, containing 4,191 signatures, was filed
June 9, the county clerk's office has been checking to see if
it contains at least 3,186
signatures of registered
voters. That number is required to get the issue on the
ballot.
Pulaski County Clerk
Willard Hansford said it appeared the election would be
certified.
If the election is held, it
could be the largest since 1970
when Christiar. County voted
to remain wet. Pulaski
County's population is 42,500.
Perry County in 1949 was the
last dry county to vote wet.
Three Kentucky cities Bowling Green, Springfield
and Falmouth have voted wet
since then. Wet efforts have
failed in Grayson, Ohio and

Lee counties in 1979 elections.
The Pulaski County dry effort is being led by Rev.
Eldred Taylor, 58, of
Somerset's First Baptist
Church. His group is called
United Dry Forces.
Legal sales have been endorsed by the SomersetPulaski County. Tourist Commission, a public agency that
uses a motel-room tax for
tourist promotion.

Stock Market
Prom of storks of local interest at 11
a m CST today furrushed to The Murray
Ledger & Times by nrst of Michigan
Corp .o( Murray.
Industrial Average
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'Two For The Seesaw' Is
First P.A.R.T. Production
By Frank Blodgett
"Two for the Seesaw" is
about two lonely, confused
people looking for something
in their lives who find each
other. William Gibson's bittersweet play is the second of
three summer productions of
the Purchase Area Repertory

753-2617

--milig Near Ma"NEW aer"

Street, Paducah,$2,100.
Mark Doom, a junior and
son of Rev. and Mrs. Jack R.
Doom,Hickory,$1,600.
Jim Curtis, a senior and son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert R.
Curtis, 1309 South Webster,
Harrisburg, Ill., $1,200.
Joe Hawes, a 1980 graduate
of West Hopkins High School,
Madisonville, $1,200. He is the
son of Billy Joe Hawes,Greenville, and Mrs. Lula Nesmith,
Nebo.
Ronnie Oliver, a 1980
graduate of Daviess County
High School and son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Oliver,
Owensboro,$1,200.
a
Wood,
Geoffrey
sophomore and son of Mr. and
Mrs. P. W. Wood, 2656 Claremont, Evansville, Ind., $900,
and
Wayne Pope, a senior and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Pope, French Village, Mo.,
$800.
All are bass singers and
music majors.
Awarded for the first time
this year, the scholarships
have been provided from investment earnings from a bequest totaling more than
$65,000 left to the Murray State
music department from the
estate of Walker, a 1948
graduate of the university and
who was killed in a 1978
automobile accident.
A native of Trezevant,
Tenn., Walker is well
remembered at the university
for his deep bass voice and the
way he sang "Old Man River"
in the 1948 "Campus Lights"
production.
In declaring the university
one of the principal
beneficiaries from his estate,
Walker had directed that the
bequest be used to establish a
scholarship program for bass
singers.

Livestock Market
See-0t
217ea

lop

as

Jason Housman, 2, 01 Hardin, performs a drum solo for
the crowd at the 11th annual Arts and Crafts Festival at
TVA's Land Between The Lakes (141.), while his father Don
Housman and other members of the Country Trend Band
prepare for the show.

Seven MSU Students
Given Bass Scholarships

Petition For Wet-Dry
Vote In Pulaski County
To Be Certified Today

I

Weeklong Killer Wave Of Heat
Continues To Blister Southwest

1 _ Deaths & Funerals I
Mrs. Paschall Dies
At The Age Of 92;
Rites Incomplete

P-'71
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LOUISVILLE, Ky 1API USDA
Eatimsted receipts cattle and calves
ION, compared to last week's rime
slaughter steers 1 00-1.25 higher, heifers
2 00-3 00 higher. cows and bulls steady,
limited calves and renders steady.
feeders steady to weak, choice 000-1310
lb slaughter steer. 65 0667 M. good and
choice 210-1200 lb 63 00-65 00, few standard and good dierybreds 55 0000 30,
choice 17$-1015 lb heifers 64 4047 00,
good and choice 700.451 lb 00 30-4430
good 706450 lb 57 $045 00. commercial
rem 4400.4$ 00. utility 43 M-47 00, high
dressing 47 30-4151. cutter 40 00-45 00.
few weighty cutter up to 47 75. slaughter
both grade 1 12761016 lb 511 0000 00,
grade 1-2 10661440 lb Si 75-57 00. choice
215-710 Lb sealers 75 0645 00, Moire 366
325 lb calves 65 0670 00. feeder 'leers
medium fraine136210 MN 30-4400. 346
530 lb 70.160.30; 710473 lb 0330.14 75,
medium Mime 1-2 fleshy steer and bull
calves 34046/1 lb 10 0677 00 506160 lb
61 76-7200; large (Tame 1-2 including
Holsteins 300490 lb 130044 00, 100110 lb
504040.10; 116-10111 lb 55 0666 OS. Including PI Mod Holsteow lesion lb
50001400. halfera medium frame I 31116
500 lb SI 0671 CIO, coed ten and smell
frame 1-2 400400 lb 42 1041 75, 000-756 lb
St 0044 D. Mock rows end calves small
and mediwn frame 1 with oar's lb
calves at side $411106334 per emir. Mock
rows medium frame 1 24 years 44 OS
54 SO per hundredweight
Hap ION. compared to LAM Thursday
barrow, and gilts 5475 htgher., 1-3 230336 lb 430044 10, 2300245 lb 4330-43.11,
3-3 111/1470 lb 42 75-43.50, 3 20162311 lb
41141042-01. mom 1 064 00 higher, full adman. an freight. over 400 lb, 1-2311-340
lb 13.1641460. 350400 lb 34 3645.11,
100 lb 3414-1050. 401AN. lb 311607 10,
felt 1711631110, 1 and utility 1110460 lb
21.11111341; bean near MO lb 31 4641 30
Mews.25. untested *arty

Theatre's PART.) second
season. It opened Thursday
night at the University.
Theatre.
The play is about an out of
work lawyer from Nebraska
who comes to New York City
to get away from an unhappy
marriage. He meets a girl
from the Bronx who has been
more to offer the audience
than the usual light farce.
confused about their futures
and very unhappy. How they
affect each other during the
next eight months is the
substance of the story.
The first few meetings of
Jerry and Gittel - two quite
different kinds of people -are
very funny. There is humor
throughout, but "Two for the
Seesaw" is not a comedy. It is
a study of the feelings of two
people. As such, the play has
more to offer the audience
than the usual light farce.
Both characters demand
good acting since they display
a range of emotion from
glibness to near tragedy. The
audience was not disappointed
by Ed McAlister as Jerry. and
Carla Peas-Horton as Gittel.
They played very well
together and individually and
created the illusion of watching a slice of life even
though the audience was
seated very close to them.
This is the second PART
season for Ms. Peas-Horton
and, sadly, Likely her last
since she is a senior at inurray
State. As always, her performance was the highlight of the
evening. She has a fine sense
of timing and can use her face,
body and voice effectively to
produce the desired effect.
Her face is especially versatile. She's pretty one minute
and silly looking the next.
Peas-Hortin succeeds in giving us a portrait of a slightly
giddy and very New York Gittel (who's never known
anyone who, "personally
played golf") as well as a sensitive young woman who is
looking for a direction to her
life. Her ability to handle deep
emotion showed us a side of
her considerable acting ability
we had not seen before.
Ed McAlister, a junior at
Murray State, is a newcomer
to PART having transferred
from the University of Kentucky. His acting experience
was evident as he handled the
part of Jerry, from subtle
teasing to bombasts to
despair, with ease and a sense
of style. He was in control of
his character stall times.
As in the first PART production, the audience is seated on
the stage in close proximity to
the acting area, two small
apartments. Director James
I. Schempp has staged the action well so that one is not
aware of "stage blocking."
The characters appear to be
doing what their real counter.
parts might do in the same
situation.
"Two for the Seesaw" is a
funny and touching play. It
will be at the Ken Bar Inn July
2, 3, 4 and 17, 18 and 19. The
play returns to the University
Theatre July 10.11 and 12.

MIRANKER
By
Associated Press Writer
A weeklong killer heat wave is still
blistering the Southwest, decimating
chicken farms and shriveling peaches,
straining air conditioners and
aggravating fires on tens of thousands
of acres in the Colorado Rockies and
Arizona.
Up to 42 deaths have been blamed on
the triple-digit temperatures.
The heat killed millions of chickens at
Arkansas poultry farms, and farmers
were predictmg losses as high as $5 million. Palo: cattle in Wichita County,
Texas, reportedly were giving less
milk.
Peaches dried on the trees in Texas,
and as the sun scorched pastureland,
some farmers were rushing to cut hay
early.
More than 25,000 acres were blazing
in Arizona brush fires, and firefighters
from Oregon, California and Montana
joined forces in Colorado to battle uncontrolled fires over 9,600 acres.
Kansas had a score of brush fires
over the weekend and fire officials were
pleading with people to forgo Fourth of

conditioning to stay healthy should not
turn off the cooling units to save on electric bills. Spokeswoman Joan Hunter
said the company wasn't encouraging
-an electric-free-for-all" but would
work out special payment plans.
County, sizzling
Wichita
In
temperatures were wilting crops in the
field. "Rain and irrigation is the only
thing that will save us now," said county agent Don Decker. "Fruit crops are
severely damaged and peaches
especially are turning into little knots."
In Arkansas, more than 2.2 million
broilers and 185,000 breeder hens had
died, and as many as 5 million breeders
and 500,000 hens could succumb, said
Don Allen, executive vice president of
the Arkansa Poultry Federation.
In Oklahoma, where weekend
temperatures climbed as high as 111
degrees, the concreteslab roadway on a
portion of Interstate 40 "blew up" as
searing temperatures caused it to expand. And a motor home burst into
flames when 105-degree heat ignited
propane from a storage tank beneath
the vehicle. The two Wichita, Kan.,
families inside escaped uninjured.

Index Confirms That Taxes Are
Rising Faster Than Anything Else
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
A new index confirms what many
people have suspected for years: Taxes
are rising faster than just about
anything else-including prices.
The index was developed by the Tax
Foundation Inc., a nonprofit research
group based in Washington, D.C. The
foundation looked at average federal,
state and local levies over the years. It
compared the increases in taxes with
the increase in prices and in the real
output of the private business sector.
The index shows that from 1967 - the
year used as a base - to 1979, taxes
more than tripled, rising by about 226
percent. During the same period, prices
- as measured by an indicator called
the Gross National Product price
deflator - just about doubled, increasing by 109 percent. The GNP price
deflator is different from the Consumer
Price Index, partly because it takes into account some of the changes in buying habits that occur during periods of

inflation. While the deflator went from
100 in 1967 to about 209 at the end of 1979,
the Consumer Price Index went from
100 to about 230.)
Looking at productivity, the foundation researchers found that the real output of the private business sector, in
constant dollars, went up only 44 percent in the 13-year period that ended in
1979.
A look at per capita personal income
figures from the Commerce Department shows that income hasn't kept
pace with taxes. In 1967, per capita personal income was $3,153. It rose 176 percent to $8,706 in 1979.
The rise in taxes has been particularly sharp in recent years, the foundation
said. From 1975 to 1979, for example,
the tax index went up 65 percent more than twice the 30 percent rise in
the price deflator index and more than
three times the 21 percent increase in th
output index.
The foundation is conducting more
research to find out what types of taxes

at each level of government -federal,
state and local - are rising fastest.
Preliminary studies indicate that the
state and local taxes increased much
more rapidly than federal levies during
the late 1960s and early 1970s. After
that, the foundation says, the trend was
reversed. From 1975 to 1979, the index
of federal taxes went up 74 percent
while the index of state and local taxes
went up about 50 percent.
An earlier foundation study, meanwhile, showed that the heaviest federal
tax burden falls on residents of big
cities and the surrounding suburbs. The
foundation calculated that the federal,
per-capita tax burden for the nation as
a whole was $1,599 in 1977, the latest
year for which complete statistics were
available. Residents of the 266 Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas - the
country's biggest population centers had a per-capita tax burden of $1,728.
People living outside the statistical
areas had a burden of only $1,244 per
Person.

Tampons Linked To Toxic Shock
SALT LAKE CITY ( AP) New medical studies have
linked tampons to toxic shock
syndrome, a baffling and
sometimes fatal disease that
primarily strikes women
under 30, doctors say.
The Center for Disease Control in Atlanta disclosed Friday the results of a study of
the disease made in various
parts of the country.
In its Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, the CDC
urged women who have had
the illness not to use tampons.
The center recently announced it was studying 52 cases of
toxic shock syndrome.
Three studies - by the CDC,
the Utah Department of
Health and the Wisconsin
state Department of Health
and Social Services - found

develops during the first two thetic materials, instead of all
days of the menstrual period.
cotton. Doctors theorize the
Health officials first began newer tampons can cause
seeing the syndrome two microscopic ulcerations of the
years ago, and since that time, cervix and vagina, providing
at least seven women have an opening for bacteria.
Kehrberg said tampon use
died, mostly as a result of
shock from falling blood was only one factor in the
pressure. The CDC found disease, since men also have
three cases of the disease per been victims. In those cases,
the
100,000 women per year, doc- physicians isolated
bacteria originating from
tors said.
Scientists also believe tamWhile no exact cause has such conditions as a heel
pons create a good culture been determined, studies abcess or bone infection, he
medium for the growth of the
found all victims were car- said.
bacteria by damming the
Between 2 percent and 15
riers of the bacteria
natural flow of blood.
Staphylococcus aureus. Physi- percent of the female populais cians believe the bacteria may tion carry the bacteria in the
The
syndrome
characterized by high fever, release a toxin that causes the vagina, but only a particular
vomiting, diarrhea, a syndrome.
strain is thought to cause the
sunburn-like rash and a rapid
Dr. Mark W. Kehrberg, a syndrome, according to Dr.
drop in blood pressure, which Utah-based CDC physician Shirley Fannin, chief of acute
frequently results in shock. In who conducted the Utah study, communicable diseases for
most cases, the illness said two years ago - coin- the Los Angeles County Health
cidental with an increase in Department.
She said the syndrome is
the syndrome - tampon
manufacturers altered the three times more common in
composition of tampons to a women under 30 than in those
combination of cotton and syn- over 30.
tree branches strewn about,
but apparently little major
CLEARANCE SALE CLEARANCE SALE
damage.
The National Weather Service in Buffalo said at least
four funnel clouds drifted over
western New York, but none
apparently touched down. In
Ulster County, where heavy
Bel-Air Ctr.
rains caused severe flooding
in March, more than 3 inches
of rain fell in one downpour
but authorities said streams
were within their banks Sunday night.
Meanwhile, the week-long
heahvave that has been blamed for up to 42 deaths in the
Southwest persisted. The heat
has been also blamed for aggravatung forest fires in
Arizona and the Colorado
oft
Rockies.
of1
In Wichita Falls, Texas,
Sunday, the mercury reached
oil
a record 112 degrees.
that women surveyed had
been using tampons when they
developed the disease.
The disease may occur in
menstruating women who
carry a certain strain of
bacteria that may enter the
bloodstream through abrasions in the vaginal wall
possibly caused by tampons,
research indicates.

Weather Systems Spawn
Tornadoes, Heavy Storms
By The Associated Press
Rapidly moving weather
systems spawned tornadoes
and violent thunderstorms in
•larts of the North and Northeast, but oppressive heat

still baked Texas and other
sections of the South and
Southwest today.
A sudden storm hit
Baltimore late Sunday afternoon, injuring dozens and
leaving thousands without
power. A tornado touched
down in a crowded children's
zoo and high winds overturned
a stage at a German folk
festival at the Baltimore
waterfront.
In addition, authorities said
at least five people were
reported missing in boating
accidents in Maryland as a
result of the storm.
In Illinois, two men were
killed in a fire in a mobile
home which authorities said
was struck by lightning.
Authorities in Alabama said
heavy thunderstorms rumbled
across-the central part of the
A basement fire caused state Sunday evening, causing
minor damage to the Bill widespread power outages
Crouse residence, Bailey and at least three injuries in
Road, Sunday night, Recor- the Tuscaloosa area
ding to a Calloway County
Hail, high winds and
Fire-Rescue
Squad thunderstorms were recorded
spokesman.
across most of New York state
The spokesman said the fire Sunday afternoon and evenstarted about 7 p.m. It was not ing, leaving some roadways
storm related, he added
flooded, power out in spots and

Basement Fire
Causes Minor
Damage To House

July fireworks after a long dry spei,
and seven straight days of 100-plus
temperatures.
In Texas, temperatures soared to
new records across the sun-baked state.
Wichita Falls's 112-degree reading
shattered a 56-year-old record by six
degrees. The mercury soared to 108
degrees at the Dallas-Fort Worth
Regional Airport, 106 at El Paso, 104 in
Lubbock and Abilene and 103 in Waco.
Heat stroke has claimed six victirns,
Texas medical examiners say, and the
deaths of 28 other people may be
related to the heat.
In the Texas heat wave of July 1978,
24 people died of heat-related causes.
In Arkansas and Oklahoma, at least
four people died in each state over the
weekend because of the heat.
The hellish temperatures pose the
greatest threat to the elderly and poor,
health officials say. But in Dallas County, a 6-month-old child was among those
who fell victim to the heat.
Texans were urged to stay out of the
blazing sun and keep their air conditioners or fans going. And Dallas Power
82 Light Co. said people who need air

g
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An important part of home
maintenance in the spring—or
any season—is preparation for
emergencies that always occur
at the same time: when they are
least expected.
Some major rebuilding or repair projects can be avoided
when a homeowner is equipped
to react swiftly in an emergency.
Alarm systems that detect
smoke, heat or intruders are
among products that help "lock
the barn slr before the horse is
stol
Vim extinguishers and escape
systems(particularly in the case
of second story bedrooms) are

examples of more actively used
emergency prdducts.
Among the most common
emergencies is a failure Of electric power that may be caused by
a storm or flood, or malfunction
of a power company's electricity-producing equipment.
Whatever the reason, a power
failure can leave a family literally in the dark, without communications equipment, food
refrigeration or other vital services.
During a severe storm, a
power failure can be a matter of
life and death.
Homeowners in areas of the

POWERFUL PREPARATION—A family can prepare for electrical emergencies due to storms or other causes by having on
hand 8 portable electric generator such as this 5000-watt
Hant4 Power unit from McCulloch.

m

Ben pa

PAINTS

Minwax Wood Finishes
Wallpaper (Special Order)
Over 150 Books To Choose From

West Point Pepperell Carpets
Armstrong-CongoleumGAF Vinyls
Sundries

TIDWELL PAINT
& FLOOR
COVERING
1210W. Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
Mona 753-3080

country where power failures
are not uncommon may prepare
for an emergency by obtaining
an alternate source of power—
their own electric generator.
Private generating systems
are powered by an internalcombustion engine that may run
on gasoline, liquid propane or
even natural gas.
Installation of large generators capable of running an entire
household indefinitely can cost
several thousands of dollars.
Portable units represent a
lower-cost option and provide a
homeowner with the added benefits of a power source for electric yard tools, construction
tools or during outdoor recreation.
A unit such as McCulloch's
new Handy Power 5000-watt
generator will provide enough
power to run a freezer, TV,
lights and furnace controls during a power outage.
With a portable unit, it is not
necessary to connect the genera
tor into a home's wiring, although this may be accomplished if desired through the
services of a professional electrician.
For most purposes, appliances may be connected directly
to the generator by a heavy-duty
extension cord.
Gas-powered generators
should always be operated out
of doors, according to portable
power experts at McCulloch.
Units up to 5f870-watt capacity are small enough to be carried by two people. Accessories
such as McCulloch's dolly kit
make the job even easier.
Portable electric generators
offer powerful insurance against
electricity failure, for as little as
it costs to replace a freezerful of
food.

BOOST YOUR
HOME'S
ENERGY SAVINGS
With utility rates and fuel
costs increasing from 10 to 15
percent annually, the home
owner who opts for improvements designed to conserve
energy is wise indeed, says the
National Home Improvement
Council.
Although the cost of adding
insulation, energy-efficient
windows or a more efficient
heating system may seem high
initially, the investment should
pay for itself in just a few years.
And, as fuel costs rise, so will
the savings

r

1
SELECT THE
RIGHT WINDOW

Broadleaf Weeds

Portable power units help
homeowners in emergencies

r
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Kitel

Selecting the right window
style, advises Andersen Corporation of Bayport, Minn., depends on the room in which it is )
used.

ErN

Dandelion

Clover

The manufacturer of PermaShield windows and gliding
doors says kitchen windows
should help get rid of cooking
odors, be easy to reach, and
operate across the sink and
countertops.
Living rooms and family j
areas should take advantage of j.
Poison Ivy available views with windows
Common Chickweed
and gliding doors that are deYoung signed to reduce heat loss.
KILL A WEED TODAY for a healthier lawn this spring.
with
weeds grow rapidly but the, can be effectively controlled
all-purpose
DEVICE RUNS
a regular treatment program. 33 Plus', the new
weed killer, part of Spectrum's Home and Garden Product
HOT'N COLD
line, has been thoroughly tested for home and professional
Customers of Arizona Public
use, and will kill 33 common lawn weeds such an chickweed. Service Company can buy a
local
dandelion, ragweed, clover and poison ivy. Available at
device that captures waste
garden supply outlets in pls., qts., half gals., and gals.
heat from home air conditioners
and uses it to heat water.
In all-electric homes, Arizona Public Service says the
KEEP
device pays for itself in four to
MODERNIZATION
five years.

IN PERSPECTIVE
Remodeling a nome is usually a wise investment, but overimproving may be a waste of
energy and money, warns the
National Home Improvement
Council.
Unless you hope to rerhain in
your present home for quite
some time or don't care about
getting your money back, consider major remodeling projects
carefully.
Modernization should conform in price and style to the
home and its neighborhood.
Don't overimprove
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•Landscape Design •Landscape Supplies
'Trees 'Shrubs •Evergreens

"Complete Landscape
Service'

Pouring $80,000 worth of
improvements into a house in a
neighborhood of 570.000
homes, for example. is foolish.
says NH1C.
No matter what the improvement or modernization, the
Council points out that it will
add top-dollar value only when
it is appropriate for the house. If
improvements are needed. keep
them in their proper perspective.

COME JI
'
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RAISING THE ROOF

Resale value increases
Besides reducing your
home's operating costs, home
improvemats aimed at increasing your home's energy efficiency may also add to its resale
value Since it will cost the next
owner less for heating and cooling, he may be willing to pay
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more

If you're looking for ways to
reduce your home's energy consumption, an informative publication entitled "In The Bank OT
ip The Chimney?" offers some
helpful suggestions.
Prepared by the U S Depart ment of Housing and Urban Development and reprinted by
NHIC as a public service, the
publication is available for
S2.45, including postage and
handling,from NH1C. Dept. M.
II East 44th St . New York. hiY
10017
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Kitchen planning center
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Certified cabinets take
kitchen abuse in stride

: right window
,ndersen Corpo ;
art, Minn., denil in which it is

An efficient way to save steps
in the kitchen is with adequate
storage and Counter space. This
usually means kitchen cabinets.
To assure good performance
as well as good looks, look for
the certification seal of the

turer of Permavs and gliding
:hen windows
rid of cooking
to reach, and
the sink and

National Kitchen Cabinet Association when shopping for cabinets.
The seal indicates the cabinets have been tested to withstand the hard use and abuse
common to kitchens.

For Your Plumbing
and Electrical Needs
S..
Sam Calhoun
Plumbing and Electric
7.53-5302

205 N. 4th St.

Thinking ofBuilding
or
Remodeling Your
Kitchen?
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A PLANNING DESK IN THF: KITCHEN? It's bands to base.
and sou can easib plan ii into a kitchen remodeling. an Margot
Gunther, SID. dill in this kitchen with lorktiowne's handsilllll•
"Chapelle' cal •Irs in solid oak with a light wheat finish. She
installed the desk in a run cif base cabinets with I 7-inch wall
cabinets Anne to accommodate a corkboard for rei•ipes and
lers. lllillate e.oultitcr is sk, blur. picking a rub or
daily re
Cr,,,,, the •insl wallcosering.

, Home value vs. owners'income
The median value of singlefamily homes rose faster than
the owners' income in the years
between 1970 and 1975, reports
a Joint HUD-Census Bureau
repoff.
The study says the median

value of single-family homes
rose 59 percent to $27,200 in
1974, from S17,100 in 1970.
In the same period, median
homeowner incomes rose 32
percent to $12,800, from
$9.7CE
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Solid vinyl siding can tad
the sting out of spring
In addition, there are a num
turers of solid vinyl siding,
CertainTeed Corporation, is so her of special effects that can be.
sure that its vinyl siding will created. Horizontal and vertica:.
take on the rigors of your local panels are available in variou.,
environment, that it offers a40- sizes.
And, you can also get vinyt
year pro-rated warranty on its
product. (In Cal., only a 15- soffit and fascia systems, varyear pro-rated warranty is ious types of trim, shutters
available.) And their siding car- etc.—all perfectly color-cone
ries the Good Housekeeping dinated. If desired, you ca
even purchase replacemen
Seal of Approval as well.
But, the durability and vir- window profiles to complet
tual freedom from maintenance the ensemble of the well
of solid vinyl siding are only dressed house.
half the story.
Beautify neighborhood
One of the most exciting
things about the puct is its
So, when you come out o
beauty. Solid vin siding is
your winter cocoon, be abutter
Springtime coat
available in a glorious range of fly! Brighten up your neighbor
with the good looks o
hood
,
That siding of yours which decorator colors; CertainTeed
solid vinyl siding. It takes th
was at the mercy of the ele- for example, offers nine.
sting out of spring and the hat
ments all winter probably needs
out of paint.
a new coat or two—and that's
For more information on virThere are not too many
going to take a lot of your time
buildandior money.
spots where mint will not tually maintenance-free
ing products, write to ths:
But, it doesn't have to be that spread, so it is helpful to keep
Home Institute..
d
CertainTee
way every spring. You can de- the plant in a tub or planter
P.O. Box 860. Valley Forge,
clare your homeowner's rights before it gets out of control.
PA 19482.
by adding solid vinyl siding to
the outside of your home. It
makes painting passe .
The reason is that solid vinyl
17 YEARS EXPERIENCE
siding is made with the color
molded clear through the product, in contrast to other types of
home siding such as wood or
aluminum, which are only
Tub & Shower Enclosures-Storm Doors & Windows•Plate Glass
coated
Window Gloss-Mirrors-Insulated Gloss-Auto-Gloss
Maintenance-free
Store Fronts Picture Framing
As a result, vinyl siding will
PHONE (502) 753-0180
not peel, blister or show
scratches. in a word, it's virtu816 Coldwater Road
ally maintenance-free so, once
Murray Kentucky 42071
it's installed, you can put away
your paintbrush forever.
One of the leading manufac-

Now that winter has run its
course and we've seen the last
of the white stuff for a while,
it's time to get out-of-doors
where everything's fresh—the
air, the flowers but, alas, not
the paint.
It may have been comfy inside the house, looking at
snowflakes gathering on the
lawn, but the exterior of your
home had to stand right up to
the cold north wind and several
months of outfight abuse.
Now's the time to pay your
dues, with the scrapin', chippin' and repaintin• blues.
the way his
THE OWNER OF THIS HOME HATES PAINT. But you'd never know it from
siding from
house looks. That's because be installed the new space-age product, solid vinyl
its just.
CertainTeed Corporation, the virtually maintenance-free siding material that keeps
a IS-year propaintedlook so long that it carries a 40-year pro-rated warranty. In Cal., only
at the
time
much
so
rated warranty is available.I It's especially designed for people who spend
golf course or tennis club, that they just don't have time to repaint.

Follow crime prevention steps
and "burglarproof"home
lock is easy to pick, nave it
@Private citizens can reduce replaced.
their chances of being vicA burglar can circumvent a
timized by crime by taking sim- poor lock in a matter of seconds.
ple crime prevention steps, making it unlikely that anyone
according to the National Coun- will see him break into your
cil on Crime and Delinquency.
home. So, it pays to buy the best
One simple, practical and inlock you can afford.
expensive project you can unA high quality lock with a
dertake is to "burglar proof" pick resistant cylinder and a
your home or apartment. Ac- strong dead bolt(mainly a lockcording to the NCCD, this is ing device that is difficult to
well worth the effort because
purchased
you don't need a fortune to deter force open), can be
to $25.00.
the burglar. All it takes is a little for about $20.00
Many lumber yards and home
common sense and a bit of larimprovement centers carry a
cenous thinking.
and can
Start the job by planning to large selection of locks
the lock that is
burglarize your own home. help you select
door
Look for the weak spots now so best suited for your
that you can patch them up later.
Outdoor deterrent
Ask yourself how you would
Is your outdoor lighting suffiyou
if
brcak into your home
cient? Burglars like to work in
were a burglar. Would you the dark. You can supplement
throw a grappling hook onto the your current lighting with inexroof and scale the wall? Proba- pensive flood lights which will
bly not.
make the garden an unsafe place
Easy ssay in
for the burglar.
If you have no outdoor lightYou would look for an easier
way to break in—perhaps ing at all, be sure to put a 60 watt
over each door and a 40
bulb
through the first floor window
that you leave partially open for watt bulb at each corner of the
ventilation, or through a rear house.
If you plan to be away from
door that has a flimsy lock
Check all of your doors Arc home for several days, indoor
can he used to keep the
lighting
they locked' Too often, the
burglar away_ Buy several timanswer is "no.'•
Police report that in nine of IR ers and plug lamps into them in
and
burglaries, the thief can enter the living r(x)m, bedroom
the house through an open door bathroom
Set the timers to overlap so
Check the locks on all doors
lights
If they arc flimsy, fit poorly, or that there are sometimes
the
if a locksmith tells you that the on in tsso rooms, giving

Pickensis Having
A good OU)

2 PRICE ON ALL LIGHTING

INCLUDING LIGHTING BY
* Plismatioa
*Timms
*Gering/iv

* Tri-Ute

' Supply
5.-L7.::" PickensPlwabing
15341122
)
's--61114

_
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house a "lived-in" look.
All accessible windows
should have window locks. The
standard sash lock found on
most windows is generally useless. You will need to supplement it with a sound window
lock.
Even if the burglar risks
breaking your window, he will
have to contend with the window lock before he can enter
your home.
If a burglar does manage to
enter your house, your last line
of defense is a burglar alarm.
You can purchase an alarm in an
electronics store for $50.00 to
5.200.00 if you plan on installing
the alarm yourself.
If you are not handy,or have a
lot of valuables to protect. you
should have a professional install the alarm for you.

He will make a security survey of your house and determine
what type of alarm is necessary
to provide the proper protection.
Consider keeping jewelry and
cash in a bank vault.
In case some of your possessions are stolen, two simple
steps can help in the eventual
recovery of the stolen items.
First, make a home property
inventory.
Catalog your valuables with
full descriptions and serial numbers. Or, even better. you can
engrave an identification number (recommended by your local law enforcement agency)
on important items such as
typewriters, televisions and
cameras
This will expedite recovery. of
stolen merchandise and may
even act as a deterrent to the burglar Elettnmic tools are inexpensive, last for years. and
would be a wise investment.
Official help
In many communities, law
enforcement officials will let
you borrow engraving tools to
engrave your property
There is no sure-fire way to
keep the burglar out of your
home. but if you lack your
doors, improve interior and exterior lighting, and meet with
your neighbors under the supervision of law enlorcement officials, you should be able to
devise the most effective plan
for making your house or even
your neighborhood a very poor
target
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M & G Complete Gloss
& Fix-It Shop

As a complete fireplace as well as
an insert for existing fireplaces or
Free-Standing Models,

Stop by and see how you can heat homes as large as
2,500 sq. ft. and more, just as hundreds of people have
already done, with an Ember Hearth.
We have over 500 models of brick and stone fireplaces
to choose from. We can install in new constructions or in
your existing building for remodeling purposes.

"FIREPLACE
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

Farmer's Market Annex
Paducah, Ky.
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Addition offireplace makes
dream home affordable reality
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Ask a group of homeowners
With the room's straight
what additions they would make lines, there were no architecto their houses to make them the tural points of interest to dehomes of their dreams.
fine the room and to give it
The answers might be—a the warmth and charm they
new kitchen, location on a enjoyed.
spring-fed lake and a fireplace.
They both wanted a fireplace
Of these dreams, adding a and this would be a perfect focal
fireplace is not only the most ec- point for the room.
onomical but can be the quickest
Working with a contractor.
and the easiest.
-Jim and Jane were told that a
When Jim and Jane Peters fireplace, prefabricated by Prepurchased their spacious, new way. Inc.. could be installed
three bedroom house in Wiscon- simply by building surrounding
sin Rapids. Wis., they were framework, installing a Preway
pleased to find it within their chimney system through the
price range but knew it lacked ceiling and roof, and finishing
some features about which they the framework shell as they
had dreamed.
chose.
Since the room was also used
The Peters' had both lived in
older homes with lots of archi- for entertainment, the contractectural details and handcrafted tor suggested building shelving
finishings that made the houses to house their stereo and television beside the fireplace to
very special.
Their new modern ranch, by create a total -entertainment
contrast, seemed somewhat center."
Choosing a Preway'Custam
stark and undefined. The long
living room in relation to the built-in fireplace. Jim and Jane
that installation was easy
found
attached dining area "appeared
to float." according to Mrs. enough for them to install the
fireplace and chimney.
Peters.

_

Thowasked the contractor to
do the decorative finishing tit
the installation.
The Preway Custom builtan
comes completely preassembled. The unit features a built-in
heat timid:dim system to work
as a supplementary room heat
source.
Enamel housing, plus porcelain side walls and firebrick
back inside firebox are all included in the sturdy unit.
A complete triple-wall chimney system is available. Both
fireplace and chimney system
are U.L. listed.
For added energy savings. the
Peters' chose Preway bi-fold
glass doors, an option for their
unit.
As the fire can burn with the
doors closed. the Peters' found
their fire burned more efficiently, while the doors added a
decorative touch.
Working with their contractor. Jim and Jane designed the
finished installation to compk
ment their home's decor.

MURRAY, Ky.
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PICK A HOTPOINT
& POCKETBOOK!
NEEDS
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-

4000 BTU HOTPOINT!
0 7 5 Amps, 115 Volts
2 Speeds 0 MickMount panels 0 Carrying handle 0 Wood
grain look
Model
KT704r $

7900

lust
4000 BTU Porta-Cool
Hot Point
Air conditioner •7.5 Amps.
115 Volts *Carrying handle
Quick-Mount Panels
Model K1104F

s149"
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have
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5950 BTU HOTPOINT!
ta 75 Amps, 115 Volts
•2 Speeds•Pow,
Sever • Vent pow-,
• Carrying hand ,
•Ouick-Mount panels
•Wood gra, torsi,
Model
"
KT7C6F $229

West Ky. Appliance Ctr.
irket Annex
ah, Ky.

753-4834

Sales--Servioe--Parts

641 N. Across From Smorgasbord 753-4478

A SEASONAL
SIGNAL FROM
MOTHER NATURE
Let the seasons serve as your
household secretay. As the last
cold winds of winter turn into
warmer spring breezes, homeowners are reminded that spring
storm window maintenance
time is not far away.
While Mother Nature commences her annual cycle of new
birth and growth, the homeowner alone is responsible for
repairing and refurbishing those
possessions that secure his own
nest.
And storm windows rate high
on the list of valuables in these
energy crisis days.
Single pane storms will soon
be coming down for summer
storage Now is the optimal time
to replace cracked putty and repaint wooden frames.
Combination screen and
storm windows remain permanently in place, and the selfstoring screens can easily be
interchanged with the storms.
Clear nail polish will work
miracles for patching tiny holes
in screens; materials for repairing major rips or tears can be
found at the local hardware

We Want You To
Have A Month Of
Good Mornings
As Our Guest....
you must be satisfied,or...

WE'LL BUY
K!
IT BAC
,sce%

Store

Whichever type of storm windows you have, use a cleaner
that is safe for all the materials
involved as well as the surrounding area. Glass Plus°
glass, appliance and cabinet
cleaner will clean all washable
surfaces, including the window
frames inside your house
Unlike some other popular
glass cleaners. Glass Plus will
not pit or discolor aluminum,
and it is safe for painted woodwork and walls. Just spray the
glass, appliance and cabinet
cleaner on any washable surface; then wipe with a paper
towel or lint-free cloth.
eWith your -.storms" looking
good ind clean, your house will complement Mother Nature's
spring beautifying efforts—just
the way she planned it!

SEALY POSTUREPEDIC'
Buy any Sealy Posturepedic set Try it for 30 nights. 30 good
or exchange
mornings You must be satisfied or well buy it back
for other bedding Were sure you'll be satisfied with the Posturefrom
pedic Unique Back Support System—no morning backache
sleeping on a too-soft mattress
POSTUREPEDIC CITATION— Reg. Size Each Piece

'
1599

'Queen 2-Pc Set 8379.95/King 3-pc. set 8529.95
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Looking toward the twenty-first century...

Space-age technology comes to the homeowner's'side'
Modern science has helped
oureveryday living in a number
of taken-for-granted ways.
Air travel at supersonic
speeds is commonplace. You
can speak to almost anyone
anywhere in the world simply
by dialing a number. And,color
television offers on-the-spot
broadcasts of everything one
can imagine.
And now, space-age technology has come to the "side" of
the homeowner—by creating a
siding material that has all the
advantages homeowners have
demanded throughout our history.
Revolution in siding
A revolutionary new product, solid vinyl siding, not only
offers a multitude of advantages over the old-fashioned
siding materials, it also carries
a warranty well into the 2Ist
century, and carries even
more—the Good Housekeepins Seal of Approval!
Tninderstand what all this
means, we have only to trace
the history of siding materials.
In the beginning
From the earliest days of our
country, wood siding covered
the bulk of our homes. Wood
performed quite well, as evidenced by its use generation after generation.
But, wood was susceptible to
a host of problems, not the least
of which were termites and rotting. The thorn, or "splinter."
that stuck in the sides of most

CHECK
BUILDING
CODES
Residential building codes
are often complex, but failure to
comply can result in considerable penalties for the homeowner, warns the National
Home Improvement Council.
As the Council points out,
building codes are established
by most cities, towns and counties, and vary considerably from
one community to the next.
In general, however, a permit
is required whenever structural
work is involved or when the basic living area of a residence is
changed.
In most localities, for example, a homeowner would need a
building permit to partition off a
segment of an unfinished basement and complete it as a room.
That's because the home's storage area has been changed into
livable space
Reputable home improvement contractors handle the
complex details of building
codes. Homeowners pay any
fees required by their municipalities.
By employing a qualified
contractor who knows the rules,
says the National Home Improvement Council, homeowners can be assured all
necessary permits will be filed

mid '70s.
Instant popularity

after the turn of the century.
Buck Rogers would be proud.
For more free information on
solid vinyl siding, write to the
CertainTeed Corporation,
where the future is now,at P.O.
Box 860, Valley Forge, PA
19482.

With the future in mind
As with other major discovAs a result, today's homeeries, when word of the new
material got out, the world beat <owner can have the bestIneking
a path to its door—or, in this, house on the block, and be assured that it will look the same
case, side. But, why is solid vinyl siding better than previous
products?
Longevity, durability and
beauty are some of the major
reasons for solid vinyl's popularity, but virtual freedom from
maintenance is perhaps the
most important.
In this, the age of the fourday work week and mandatory
vacations, leisure time is an im2020 A.D. That's how far into the future CertainTeed's pro- portant part of modern life.
rated warranty will apply to the solid vinyl siding shown here,
Never needs painting
and any other CertainTeed siding that's installed this year.(In
Cal., only a 15.year pro-rated warranty is 5vailable.1 The
And, more free time is what
space-age siding is so durable that it resists dents, will not solid vinyLoffers, since it
show scratches, and will not peel or chip. In fact, solid vinyl makes perilIdic re-painting a
siding offers the homeowner virtual freedom from mainte- thing of the past.
nance, so you can star-gaze for the next 40 years, or indulge
The color of solid vinyl sidin more worldly pursuip such as golf, tennis and sunbathing, ing is molded clear through the
instead of spending your Lime scraping. priming and painting. material, which means that it
won't show scratches.
homeowners, however, was the dent in the material, baseballs
Furthermore, solid vinyl
could,
and
homeowners with won't peel, flake or blister. And
need for frequent repainting.
young
children
discovered
that
In an effort to escape the alltermites find it positively distoo-frequent chores of climbing you can put dents into metal tasteful.
ladders, scraping and painting, siding a lot easier than you can
What's more, there is such a
alternative siding materials get them out.
variety of vinyl siding styles,
were given a closer look. And,
colors and accessories available
In addition, the siding color today that almost every taste
science came up with a product
which, at the time, proved to be was only skin deep, which can be satisfied by the special
meant that windblown bushes "decorator effects" which can
a viable candidate.
and other abrasive objects be created.
would leave ugly scratches on
today- ond let us snow you some beautiful
Darling of the'Ns
One more plus
the siding, which, again, had to
ways to improve your home
Aluminum, a once-relatively be painted all too often.
And, there's one more iminexpensive product, became
Time marched on, as did the portant advantage to the new
the darling of the '60s. Home- search for the ideal home sid- space-age product. Companies
owners were drawn to it the ing material, until the advent who manufacture solid vinyl
way hungry termites flocked to of 21st century siding—solid siding are so confident about
vinyl.
the product, that they offer
wood.
True, high technology manu- warranties of particularly long
Problems surface
1
4 milssuuston Hwy 94.
Located 1 /
facturers like CertainTeed Cor- duration. For example,
759-1975
But, aluminum siding and its poration actually began Certainteed Corporation is so
sure
of
their
solid
vinyl
siding
metallic counterparts proved producing solid vinyl siding in
offer
a
40-year
prothat
they
the
product
problematic in various ways. the late 1960s, but
While termites couldn't make a really started to catch on in the rated warranty. (In Cal., only a

208 E. Main

Murray Supply Co. Inc.
Plenty of Free Parking

Open 7-5 Mon.-Fri.
7-4 Saturday

THIS HANDSOME
get views and nattu
servation. The Pen
tion Inive preset,
sheathed in rigid vi
serve energy.

*Carpet

•Free
Estimates

WE

206 E. Ma

Plumbing• Headlqu
6

ELK Al!

Stainless
Steel Sinks

ELJER
Bath
Fixtures
Vanities
& Tops

FINANCING
IMPROVEMENT
One of the least expensive
ways to finance a home improvement is by borrowing
against the cash value of your
life insurance policy.
There are low,simple interest
rates and no repayment period
for the principal
But, warns Andersen Corporation of Bayport. Minn.. your
li
life insurance coverage is usu' ally reduced by the amount of
the loan

15-year pro-rated warranty is
available.)

Large
Selection

In Stock

Aqua Glass
Finest Name In Fiberglass

125
Fiberglass
Showers

Large
Selection

Ligh
Fixtui

50%
on selected

sEcnoN
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Energy 'grabbers' call
for a conservation drive

le century
be proud
.rmation on
write to the
'poration,
LOW, at P.O.
Forge, PA

THIS HANDSOME BOW WINDOW is an example of how to
get views and natural daylight without sacrificing energy conservation. The Perrna-Shield casements by Andersen Corporation 'Hive preservative-treated wood core sash and frame
sheathed in rigid vinyl and double-pane insulating glass to conserve energy.

If you're a homeowner, a
,word of caution—the "grabbers- are out to get you; energy
grabbers that is.
Every home has them. Besides wasting your home's valuable energy, they're continually
snatching at something even
more personal—your wallet.
To prevent the grabbers from
getting the upper hand, take
charge and conduct an energy
conservation drive at home.
An efficient heating and cooling system, adequate insulation
and energy-saving appliances
will, of course, help.
Savings can also be realized
with windows that are designed
to conserve energy.
Even after a house is fully insulated,a considerable amount
ofthe remaining heat loss can be
saved by the proper selection of
windows.
The key is simple. Andersen
Corporation, a leading manufacturer of windows and gliding
doors, advises homeowners to
select windows that offer builtin energy conservation features.
Since wood is a natural insulator, its use in the sash and
frame of windows serves to re"duce conducted heat loss considerably.
Andersen's Perma-Shield
windows and gliding doors have
a preservative-treated wood
core sash and frame that is

'Wall
paper

*Carpet
•Free
Estimates

sheathed in low-maintenance
vinyl.
As the largest part of the window, the glass is also an important factor. Double-pane
insulating glals or separate
stoi-m sash should be used to
reduce heat loss and heat gain.
Standard in Perma-Shield,
double-pane insulating glass
eliminates the inconvenience of
a separate storm sash while providing equal thermal protection.
Factory-applied vinyl weatherstripping, which is twice as
weathenight as industry standards for allowable air infiltration, assures snug closure.

HOMEOWNERS
AND NEWLYWEDS
Homeownership is still one of
America's favored pastimes.
Despite the rising cost of housing, young married couples continue to buy homes, reports the
Commerce Department.
A study of household and
family characteristics shows
homeownership among husband and wife households,
where the husband is under 35,
rose to 57 percent in 1976 from
50 percent in 1970.

Randy Thornton
Service Co.

'Vinyl
Covering

Air Conditioning

This year, home furnishings
are more imaginative and exciting than we've seen in recent
memory.
Found abundantly on upholstered pieces and in drapery fabrics, they're the perfect focal

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
•

on.-Fri.
aturday

206 E. Main

TOP IT OFF WITH TOP-OF-THE-LINE SHINGLES. When
your home is your castle. Ws nice to have it look like one, and
there's no better way than with today's modern roofing products. These Glasstex shingles. for example, feature a sculp•
lured surface that furnishes deep shadow lines to provide a
3-D rustic look. In addition, the shingles, which are as ailable
in a wide range of earthtone colors, are made with a tough,
durable fiber glass base that resists curling and warping—
problems that affect old-fashioned roofing shingles. And.
Glasstex shingles carry Underwriters Laboratories' highest
Class A fire rating, so they'll provide added protection for
your castle while they beautify. The CertainTeed Corporation
is so confident about these shingles that they offer a 25-sear
limited warranty on them.

Choosing paint colors
to showcase fabrics

Commercial Refrigeration

WE INSTALL WHAT WE SELL

Beautiful and durable

Wholesale Electric Co.

753-8194

Plenty of Free Parking

Headquarters • E ectrica

3nities
Tops

Large
olectIon

ters

n stock

•Central Vacuum System
•Music & Sound Intercom
•Hunter Ole Time Fans
Insinkator
Garbage
Disposal
Large
Selection

Dishwashers
Bunt-Ins

Light
Fixtures

asnadvimnrre
50°/0
on selected number

Smoke Detectors

n anges

4tims,
Whirlpool
ai

Appliances

Trash Compactors
Built-Ins & Free Standing

point around which to plan a
new decorating scheme.
Designers have created materials that stir the senses and excite the mind: finely drawn
florals in sumptuous color combinations: opulent Oriental
shades in exotic fiorals, many
elegantly outline-quilted, dramatic abstracts and geometries
in vibrant, uplifting colors: and
lush velvets and corduroys, often in two-color patterns.
To create the right setting for
these scene-stealing designs,
wall paint colors should be carefully selected so that they enhance rather than compete with
the patterns.
Here are a few suggestions
from the National Paint and
Coatings Association:
•With a print that has two
rather dominant colors, use a
very pale version of one of the
colors for walls and ceiling, and
a darker shade of the other for
woodwork;
• Vibrantly colored plushy
fabrics can be displayed beautifully against walls treated to
deep-toned, neutral textured
paint;
•Heighten the stimulatilka.
effect of an abstract or geometric pattern by continuing it onto
the wall With a color-cued supergraphic;
•For an Oriental-inspired
design, set off the jewel-like
colors by painting an accent
wall deep turquoiie. emerakl or
ruby enamel.

DO-IT-YOURSELF
CUTS COSTS
It's possible to save from 10
to 15 percent on the cost of
home remodeling by doing
some of the work yourself_
, Up-to-date building products, such as Andersen's Penna
Shield windows and gliding
doors,enable many a competent
do-it-yourselfer to handle the
carpentry
--"•••

June
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First-class do-it-yourself project. ..
•
•

Brick patio any homeowner can easily install
Many ot today's homeowners
are stuck with dull, unimaginative coritrete patios. If you have
finally decided to put down a
patio that has more pizazz . . .
here's news for you!
No longer do you have to wait
until you can afford a professional tile setter to install an expensive slate or quarry tile.
The Z-Brick Company, who
for years has led the market in
the facing brick and stone industry, has recently introduced a
new dense and durable flooring
system.

INSIDE OR OUTSIDE...Z-Brick Floor Tile can be installed using the name easy method. After
the adhesive is mixed, it is spread with a notched trowel. While the adhesit e in wet, the tiles are
the
firmlj imbedded. Then, the grout is squeezed into the spaces between the tiles. Lastly. while
grout is still tacky, go hark and "strike- the joint lines. The finished egsult is a beautiful new patio
with a hard finish.

Free new booklet on
energy-saving windows
How to select storm windows
that will help to conserve energy
is explained to homeowners in a
free new booklet entitled
"Combination Aluminum
Storm Windows,- being offered
by the Aluminum Window
Information Bureau.
The booklet illustrates how a
"second set- of windows can
provide insulation throughout
the year to help reduce the use of

heating fuel and make your
home more comfortable.
It also gives examples of possible savings in major U.S.
area through the use of storm
windows and describes the various types of self-storing storm
window and screen combinations available.
For a copy, write to the Aluminum Window Information
Bureau, Dept AW-5, 250 West
57th St. New York, NY 10019.

Professional look
New Z-Brick Floor Tile looks
like the kind of flooring that
only a professional could install. And. until recently, only a
professional could!
Now. with Z-Brick Floor
Tile, there's no need to wait until you can hire a professional to
install your new patio . . in
just a couple of days, you can install a new professional-looking
floor yourself.
Due to a specially patented
process, the Z-Brick Company
is able to manufacture this new
all-mineral floor product with a
permanent durable finish comparable in appearance and performance to many ceramic tiles.

Coast-to-coast availability
This new tile is manufactured
by modern production techniques in a nonenergy consuming process and is available
across the country. Extensive
testing has shown that Z- Brick,
Floor Tile equals—and sometimes surpasses—the performance of comparable hard tiles.
Tests have shown that this
new product.bas substantial
stain-resistance capabilities and
is less slippery than many tiles
designed for bathrooms.
A beautiful addition
Z-Brick Floor Tile is firysafe
and carries a Class One UL Fire
Hazard Rating. The composi-

tion of this floor tile is homogenous which means it maintains
its appearance for a longer time.
With this new Z-Brick Floor
Tile, the grout, adhesive and installation tools are all packaged
for do-it-yourselfers. This
means complete one-stop shopping for a new floor for your
home.
High quality
The Old Georgian Brick is a
popular design for exterior
patios, walkways, solariums,
greenhouses and breakfast
rooms. The authenticity of the
brick looks tight at home in a
room enhanced with greenery
anctor antiques.

Custom Built
Cabinets
Wast Ky.
Cabinet Co.
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Federal
Savings and Loan Assoc.
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When remodeling. .

Ways to increase resale value
If resale is the prime concern
in your home remodeling plans,
contacting the local chapter of
the National Home Improvement Council (NHIC)could be
the smartest move you can
make.
NHIC, largest professional
association in the home remodeling industry, can tell you
which improvements will offer
the best payback
Adding insulation
Many energy conservation
measures, such as adding insulation, increase the resale value
of your home.
According to a recent survey
of real estate brokers, "An energy-efficient home is worth
from five to nine percent more at
the time of resale than a similar,
but less energy -efficient
house."
Valuable or frivolous?
Other projects that should allow you to recoup your expenditures or improve the resale value
of your house include an extra
bath, a modernized kitchen
or added storage space, says
NHIC.
On the other hand, adding
custom features for your own
- personal taste—such as whirlpool or sauna—may not provide

an equitable return on your investment. Someone else interested in buying your home may
see them as frivolous.
Fix-ups
On the whole, advises NHIC,
anyone considering remodeling
with resale in mind should think
about fix-ups that will put the
house in good shape.
Inspect the house from top to
bottom as though you were a
prospective buyer. Check the
heating and cooling system to
be sure it is in good operating
condition.
Make sure windows and

doors are adequately weatherstripped, and open and close
easily. Inspect the siding and
trim, the roof and the basement
to be sure all are sound
For assistance in determining
what remodeling jobs are worth
doing and how best to do them,
NHIC offers a brochure, "Remodeling With the Help of a
Reliable Contractor."

Whatever Your
Decor

Send away
Send a self-addressed.
stamped envelope to National
Home Improvement Council,
11 East 44th St , New York, NY
10017

Booklet offers window
replacement advice
Energy-saving replacement
windows are described in two
new booklets from the Aluminum Window Information
Bureau.
They explain how replacement windows can help save
fuel winter and summer, add
value to a home, and reduce
maintenance by eliminating the
need for painting.
The booklets also illustrate

Fora
lasting home
improvement, why
not invite Jesus into
your life and home!
Biblefacts Bible School,
and free store
759-4600

various styles of replacement
windows.
For free copies of the literature, entitled "Aluminum Windows for Every Home" and
"Thennalized Aluminum Windows for Every Home," write to
Dept. AW-4, the Aluminum
Window Information Bureau,
250 West 57th St., New York,
NY 10019.

Traditional, or...

WINDOWS ON
THE WORLD
Wood patio doors with large
glass areas serve as windows on
the world. They also offer practical benefits such as doublepane insulating glass to reduce
heat loss and assure year-round
comfort.
They are available in stock
sizes at local lumber dealers.

Contemporary,

Marble Manufactured Locally
We create your individual decor with the latest
in custom made cultured marble

Now Featuring

Textured Marble
*Variety of Bathtub Styles and Jacuzzis
*Vanity Tops
*Kitchen Counters
*Wall Panels
*Fireplace Sets
*Furniture Tops
Complete Shower Units
You Name It - We'll Make It
with
"Quality That Will Please"

THORNTON MARBLE
So. 9th Murray, Ky..753-5719

We can assist you in
Decorating your walls.

Blackford
House Gallery
Chestnut St.

Dixieland Center
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Popular "European Look"
cabinets made in America
Probably the most popular
trend in kitchen cabinets today
is the "European Look," a
sleek, smooth styling that's taking America's imagination by
storm.
The only problem has been
that while everyone loves the
look, actually being able to both
afford and obtain European cabinets here has been difficult.
And the metric sizes often cause
confusion.
Now, one major American

cabinet manufacturer, Excel
Wood Products, has brought out
a European-style kitchen at a
fraction of European prices.
And with good old inches as
specifications!
Called "Ultima 1000," this
cabinet is ideal for all homes,remodeled or new. Its clean lines
and light finish help make even
the smallest kitchens seem bigger and less cramped_
Among its design and function features are doors that are
fully flush, with completely

Here's an unusual home improvement project.

new "'Mina IWO" from Excel ,00il
THE EUROPEAN LOOK IS REST EXEMPLIFIED by
lines of this cabinetry.
clean
the
highlight
pulls
and
doors
flush
Fully
Products.

Seek advice from the experts
Improvement Council for a list
of professional remodelers in
your area.
Consider several who have
established good reputations.
ask them for customer references and check them out with
the Better Business Bureau.

Owners spend less than renters
Owning a home may be less
expensive than you think.
A recent HUD study disclosed that renters spend about
24 percent of their income on
housing, while owners of single-family homes with mort-

gages spend 18 percent.
Costs for both renters and
homeowners include utilities
and fuel. Also included for
homeowners are the costs of real
estate taxes, insurance and trash
collection.

Changing Times magazine
reports that a complete room extension kit, made of aluminum.
wood panels and glass, is available in a package.
A kit for an 8 x 8-foot room
costs about SI ,500.

concealed_ six way adjustable
self-closing hinges.
Integral pulls can be color coordinated for specific decors.
Wall cabinets have adjustable
shelves, and bases feature sidemounted drawers.
For more information on Ultima and other European Look
kitchens. visit Our local Excel
dealer or write Excel Wood
Products, Inc., P.O. Box 819,
Department M. Lakewood, NJ
08701.

II

NEW ROOM
IN KIT FORM

A good way to find a competent. professional remodeler is
to ask the experts.
Andersen Corporation of.,
Bayport. Minn., a leading window manufacturer, suggests
contacting the National Home
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Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages, mobile home od•ons, and patios, or U BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
o 60. Buy the best for less.
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Durable solid vinyl makes
house siding better than ever

For decades, people have
beautified the exterior of their
homes with one addition: new
siding.
Siding has been vastly improved over the years. from
yesterday's asphalt through
steel and aluminum to today's
sophisticated vinyl, so now it
has even more to offer homeowner,.
Aluminum and steel siding
presented some problems. They
eventually needed to be repainted because their finishes
can be scratched and dented.
They also magnified outside
sounds, such as rain or hail.
Siding manufacturers improved them with tough acrylic
finishes, but the same basic
problems remained.
Then came solid vinyl siding.
Today, many homeowners conaid of an air sider this the best siding around
in completing household jobs with the
Campbell because of its super durability
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its sarious applications. l'aint spray
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techn
Excfusive compound
the
spraying are just a few of
professional.
Duranyl. a vinyl compound
developed by Mastic Corporation, is used exclusively for the
manufacture of T-lok Solid
Vinyl Siding. It can be cleaned
with a sponge and soapy water
and will look new indefinitely.
Because it is solid color clear
and
ations
through, scratches won't show.
ion. its applic
operat
ing
includ
tools,
pose air-driven
Springtime means home imthe many tools that can be used and it never needs painting.
spray guns. caulking guns. tire
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Expert advice is given on the air will not harm T-lok. and
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types
won't dent or rust like metal.
Patching cracks
different sizes and
time to remodel. refurn
worn out, crumbling grout compressors, and the benefits Vinyl also makes a home safer
improve the facilities in and
because it wilkoot attract lightaround bathtubs and showers offered by each.
around the house, and many
ning or conduct electricity..
can be done with the same lighthomeowners take this opportuwords
1,000
for
Worth
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gun
Mastic Corporation, a subsidweight caulking
nity to ''do-it-themselves.
than
work.
iary of Bethlehem Steel, backs
outside
In addition, the more
Compressed air the key.
Vinyl Siding with
350 illustrations are useful vis- its T-lok Solid
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Choose and Use an Air Commade to do work, their jobs are
pressor. homeowners can learn
Equipped with air compresmuch easier.
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sor. accessories and a complete
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New book for do-it-yourselfers
outlines uses of air compressor

Siding means an
REMODELING with Mastic Tdok Solid Vinyl or painting and
exteri
early retirement for homeowners from
home nearly
ful
scraping chores with the reward of a beauti
, maintenance free.
sured Homeowners should also
a 40-year limited warranty.
at other installaNns
The benefits of solid vinyl take a look
the contractors.
siding affect a home inside as done by
Finally, homeowners should
well as out. Vinyl does not considing product warranty
duct heat or cold, so it keeps a read the
certain it is transferable
home more comfortable. And it to make
if they sell the home.
is quiet, diminishing the sounds
of hail or rain.
Get siding approved
Of course, the quality and apThey should make sure that
pearance of vinyl siding a homethe siding they buy has the apowner chooses will be greatly
proval of all important building
enhanced if the siding is propcodes.
erly installed.
These include the Building
Shop around
Officials Conference of Amer), International
Installing vinyl siding is a job ica, Inc.(BOCA Building Ofrence of
for professionals. Mastic sug- Confe
s (ICOB0), and the
gests that homeowners who are ficial
Building Code Conthinking of hiring a siding con- Southern
gress(SBCC).
tractor get several bids and
information about
more
For
investigate each contractor's
solid vinyl siding, write to:
reputation.
Mastic Corporation, 131 S. TayThey should be sure all workBend. IN 46624.
men are well-trained and in- lor St., South

It's Home Improvement Time

Paint Up!
Fix Up!
Remodel It!

(4/

e•A MI300
GAR DEN

immisimmifloWboblo4141111110,11
Add A Touch Of Wicker
To Brighten Up Your Room

r

LOCKING THE
BARN NO
LONGER WORKS
"He couldn't hit the side of a
barn with . .?"
Whatever the answer, it apparently isn't as important these
days as the side of the barn
itself,
Because the weathered look
in siding has become chic
among the home remodeling
set, barn siding is at a premium.
In Pennsylvania recently,
some enterprising thieves made
off with an 80-foot long side ofa
hundred-year-old barn.

Whatever Your
Hoene Improvement
Plan Sae

Rickman &
Norsworthy
Building & Supplies, Inc.

500 So 4th

753-6450

For Any Item Y.Mink Mena

Ass)

4101,1tfilb
Hoffman's
NURSERY &
GREENHOUSE

"TOTALLY" FREE ESTIMATES

759-4512

T COPY AVAIL ABLE

Commercial - Residential
Landscaping
Trees & Shrubs
Exotic House Plants
Annuals
I MILE EAST OF MURRAY
015 94 EAST
MURRAY KY
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Handy hints for
the homemaker...
Spring. Nothing shows up the
wear and tear of winter wear in a
room like the first flood of
spring sunlight.
Walls can be painted and
But what
cleaned.
draperies
about spotty faded carpet?
Here are a few budgetsaving
tips from the makers of Lysol*
Products, on how to refurbish
instead of replace and stretch
the shrinking budget dollar.
Even the wall-to-wall carpet
should be viewed pis a piece of
furniture,that can be moved and
changed and even remodeled.
A cleaning alone may restore
your carpet's luster. If so, treat
yourself by having it done by an
expert carpet cleaner who will
give special attention to each
spot individually.
For that deep dirt
The hot water extraction
method is one very good way to
get out deeply imbedded grime.
Here, water and detergents are
pressure-sprayed into the carpet, and then the special vacuum
machine sucks up the embedded
dirt, along with the cleaning
In many parts of the country,
these machines may be rented
from supermarkets and hardware stores, and you can do it
vourself.
Wide range of colors
lithe carpet is faded as well
as spotted, this problem too has
a solution. It is now possible to
have carpets dyed right in the
home.
Unless your carpet is already
a dark color, you'll be surprised
at the number of color possibilities available to you.
Gold is a popular color
throughout the country. It has
intensity, and yet a gold carpet
can be dyed any number of
colors from tangerine to scarlet,
green or brown.
A tangerine color carpet
might be what your room needs
to give it a sparkling new spring
lift.
Carpets of wool, nylon and
cotton take new color combinations very well. Acrylics and
polyesters, however, can usually only be tinted a deeper
shade of the same color.
Wall-to-wall carpet, when
dyed outside the home, may
shrink. How much depends on
the fiber content and the care it
is fiven while being dyed.
if your carpet, shows signs of
wear in trafficked areas you may
want to exchange it with carpet
in another room where the line
of traffic is different
The professional touch
If this requires cutting or
seaming, there are many
methods. It's an easy job for a
professional carpet layer who
can make almost invisible
seams.
Edge-worn carpets can also
be cut down and bound to make
stunning area rugs.
Once you have cleaned, dyed
or recut your rug, it's time for
the finishing touch. The makers
'Products have develof Lysol,
oped "Love My Carpet"". a
rug and room deodorizer
Carpets collect odors
Alter a while all carpets begin
to collect odors from the air The
ones that people complain about
most are from pets, smoke and
mustiness.
All you do Is sprinkle "Love
My Carpet"' lightly on your
dry carpet and then vacuum_
When you're done, allf those
odors, including the winter
nosuiness. will be gone, while
your room is filled with a clean
fresh scent. A nice way to start
the new spring season

We'll give you 5 years
to call uson the carpet
Beauty guaranteed for wear-performance
means years of worry-free, dependable service.
inehurst

Starting As
Low As

,IPStevens
We're sure these carpets will win your heart
for their beauty. We're certain their beauty
will last for years. So positive...the maker
backs every yard with a Full 5-Year Wear Warranty. Furthermore,an exclusive Super-4' process prolongs their original freshness. Because
tracked-in dirt is released more easily and
thoroughly every time you vacuum.See
these fine carpets before you decide on any
other. You'll be surprised at their low cost.
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